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ABSTRACT
* Problem Statement: This paper examines the aerospace

industry capacity for surge production of tactical ',..

aircraft in response to a national emergency. It .
conceptual overview of the aerospace industry, soi, 4 -'
industrial production factors, and a discussion of t' .

* F-4 production surz.e. A vertical slice study of e,-r ..
aircraft under consideration is then provided, followed s. ..
horizontal slice study which addresses major critical p-,-,,-,
factors and on-going corrective actions.

Findings/Conclusions: "here are numerous bottlenecks ar .4

capacity constraints affecting the ability i.o surge t).-
production of F-14, F-15, F-16, and F/-12 aircraft. .... the
day a surge is ordered, a nominal six months would ela.',.,
the first additional aircraft rolled off the production line. it
would be approximately three years before sustained prod.-tiri
rates reached the inherent surge potential capacity of eaci
plant.

Re corane ndat ions:
1. Efforts to obtain funding for an additional year '

lead items should be strongly supported.
2. Efforts should be made to place these -and other a~rcral

for which a production surge is contemplated otn oulti-'
contracts.

3. Aircraft i)rocurement -2 rograr.s shoi:d be funded at a{ 1eve
that will allow oroduction near the most economically efficint
rate.

4. Manufacturing technology itmnrovemnent programs shou , e
applied as soon as possible.

5. Nn indepth study of the F-4 surle pr.DIuction experience
should be made to preserve the lessons learned.

6. The aerospace labor tiarket should-, .e studies, _vjr, Lf
necessary, a program to train 4orkers in critical skills sholui:
be estaolisred.

7. Further horizontal slice sidies should be ;nai , -I I
subcontractor sectors to ietermine the approximate tot,
to produce the critical items iientified-.
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EXECUTIVZ SUMMARY

This study examines the aerospace industry capacity for
surge production of the F-14, F-15, F-16, and F'A-18
aircraft. The goal of the study is to identify bott lerie,:ks
and capacity constraints which would hinder a surge in t.W'
production of these aircraft in response to . 'w .
emergency. The paper provides a conceptual overview .f t2"'
aerospace industry and presents some general. ijndI' W3
production factors. Next, a discussion of the 1966-67 F-4
production surge is provided, followed by -
study of each of the aircraft under co,,
examine the interrelationships which may .. ...
bottlenecks and capacity constraints, a ho .,z. .
study is also presented in which the rs.
production factors and on-going corrective actiL is are
discussed.

The study concludes that there are numerous bottl.enecks
and capacity constraints affecting the ability to s,,-je the
production of F-14, F-15, F-16, and F/A-13 air"c., I-rom
the day a surge is ordered, a nominal six months w : elap5,
before the first additional aircraft rollt t+"

'14 production line, and it would be approximately c,.iee r
before sustained production rates reached the inherent surge
production capacity of each plant. Two major ' .I
creating this time delay are:

- The time to assemble and deliver an airplane i7
approximately one year.

h- Te reorder lead time for many aircraft parts exc..
two years.

Critical long lead parts include:

- Avionics
- Canopies and Windshields
- Electric Power System Components
- Engines
- Environmental Control Systems
- Forgings and Castings
- Fuel, "lydraulic, and Pneumatic system *.'avc, ,

actuators, pumps, and components
- Landing Gear
- Machine Tools
- Titanium Skin
- Wheels and Brakes
- 20-.m un
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In addition to these items, shortages of 1kille-,

materials are identified as potential proble,,1

The study recommends:

- The Industrial Preparedness Program effc-tr- ,
funding for an additional year of long lead items s,,i,-
strongly supported because it can significantly ir'
surge capability.

- Efforts should be made to place these air:2 .,
other aircraft for which a production surge is . L . , ,
on multiyear contracts.

- Aircraft procurement programs shoulb
level that will allow production near the r;
efficient rate for a one-shift, 40-hour wee)<,

- Manufacturing technology improvements shot 1

applied as rapidly as possible.

- An indepth study of the F-4 surge production
experience should be made to preserve the lessons -

- The aerospace labor market should be stul,
if necessary, a program to train workers in criti,
should be established within the Industrial Prepare,::,3;'
Program or in conjunction with other federal "jobc r - -

- Further horizontal slice studies should be rn,1,
various subcontractor sectors to determine the apprnyr A-,e
total capacity to produce the critical items identifip1 i,
this paper. These findings should then be comr.r-,
total prime contractor surge demand, thereby det,'
where the potential demand exceeds the potential s,'
A balanced corrective program should then be prepar,'i --',
presented to Congress for funding.

i-:.v
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CHAPTER I

I NT RODUCT I OI

"The bottom line is that even if we

for mobilization of our resources, we wui

to deliver significantly larger aircraft qcj z

in the first 24 month oeriod. A chillit.-
is that after nearly 18 months under s':';
conditions, we could expect to get ...

. additional F-15s and F-16s than ... the currently
contracted delivery schedule." -- General Alton L).
Slay, Commander, Air Force Systems Command, 1?
November 1980 (29:111-18)

The statement above, and many others like it ie,

to ask why such a condition exists. It appears thla t"

United States, the legendary "Arsenal of Democracy" in W'_

War Ii, cannot simply gather its muscles and in a mA.t ,

months, if not weeks, produce fighter aircraft f;.,;

pilots can be trained to fly them. Such a capabi ."

imoortarit since peacetimae budgets have not allowed . _

States nor its allies to produce enough aircraft to ry-t'h Oh,

nurabers of modern fighters being fielded by the Sovji Irj

and its clients. For each of the last ten years, the ,',,t_

rlnlric -rcduce! over 1,000 fijhter aircraft per year t4 :. l :

U.S. produced roughly half that number. (33:2,2 2,

- r.nited Sr.ates, and its allies are faced with a ..i

.d.
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superior threat comosed of technulo ycaL ,-

aircraft. This threat could prevent the deterrence of .-

the exercise of other desirable policy options beza;-e t'-

U.S. could not bring sufficient forces to bear or 'ha-ve-

numerical depth to sustain the losses necessary to p,--v:,.

a major conflict.

This study will attempt to identify the bon f

capacity constraints which might affect the ca,-):'

rapidly increase the production of F-14, F-15, F-1u. -.

F/A-18 aircraft. Research included numerous prev w,.

studies, briefings, and publications bearing on the subjec-r.,

plus interviews with Departoent of Defense and cont. (-r

representatives having knowledge of the aircraft indust',

The highlight of the research effort was a visit te tile

McDonnell Douglas Aircraft Company in Saint Louis, Misc ..t

to obtain first hand knowledge about the F-15 and V,"'O

production process and capability.

Early in the study it became evident that ideiwi- .

specific bottlenecks and constraints would be a monurptital

task. Since each of these aircraft is built -f ,

supplied by literally thousands of subcontractors, it W-1, l

not be possible to accomplish an in-depth analysis , m'

subject ,ithin the time and resources available. ".r-

the study ) focus on only jne of t:;e aircr:i

selecte2 becauise a meaningful study of bott',en, -

-2-



constraints must consider the effect of sevei, ,

simu] , aneously attemptinj to 'ir~ie r)r iI r ir e

- production lines. To illustrate, consider the ;r-.:,,ice

industry to be represented by the system shown in F:

The output flow of F-14s, F-15s, F-16s, F/A-13s a..

parts is dependent first upon the prime contract-

represented by the bucket with five outp - .
Regardless of the prime contractor capacity,

output flow cannot exceed the input flow

Z: subcontractors. However, for the short term, the ou--:t ,

can be increased if there is an excess of "liquid" assel. jr,

the prime contractors' bucket. Obviously, a sbhr' t-c'v

output surge can be continued only until the exces .'-]

drained off, unless the input flow is s imu I ta ne,-mu ly

increased. One way to obtain such an input increas. Ls

reduce the flow of items in the pipeline branch which, pour-.

into the bucket labeled "other aerospace industries."

flow diversion could be accomplished either by asininq a

higher priority at the subcontractor level to th, "

needed to produce the aircraft in question, or by cw t. inq , it

other production altogether.

Another factor to be considered in Fiqu,- .

maintaining a useable mixture of items within t

contractor's bucket. For example, the input flowi

must contain the proper numbers of the various en.5 n .. I '

-3-
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by each aircraft if all output faucets -ire

flowing at the planned rate. Thus, the subTcOf c ,
'

production capacity has a direct influence on . ,'t

contractor's output.

In addition to this conceptual look at the ov-.ril1

industry, one must consider the production flow for each

aircraft. Figure 2 shows a typical productori f .;

into three phases: (1) procurement of material, (2

fabrication and subassembly, and (3) final assemb,,

testing. Representative times for each phase for the type

aircraft under consideration are shown along the bottom of

Figure 2. To this time can be added the time require, for th-.

contracting and the funding processes, and one begins to

why General Slay is pessimistic about our ability to prod:cc

large numbers of aircraft upon short notice.

With this introduction to the conceptual framewo-k C

the study, we will turn in the next section to a discussion

of the general industrial production factors whic, -u t '-1

considered in the search for bottlenecks and capacity

constraints which affect production of the F-14, F-15, F-16,

and F/A-18 aircraft.

-5-
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CHAPTZR II

INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION FACTORS

TERMS OF REFERENCE

Before discussing the findings, some terms of reference

must be established. The following are defini:Jon..,

used by experts on the subject.

- Normal capacity - The production rate based on one chif',
40-hour work week.

Surge capacity - A rapid production increase using 1 .4
shifts, 40-hour week.

Mobilization capacity - Three full shifts, 48-hour week.
(34:12)

Table 1 shows that each of the aircraft examined in this

study is currently being produced at a rate well below the

surge capacity. As will be shown, over 24 months would be

required to increase production from the existing rate to th.?

surge level. Since Table I shows considerable prime

contractor capability standing idle, one might conclude that

the surge potential would be enhanced; however, this is not

the case, as will be seen in the next section.

-7-
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Table I. Annual Surge Capacity Vice Current Production F'atc

F-14 F-15 F-16 F!A-18

Surge Capacity 96 144 228 204
FY 33 Production 24 52 120 84

PRODUCTION ACCELERATION CAPABILTY

Figure 3 shows the results of a McDonnell study ,

fighter production capability. The study assumes 42 months

of aircraft at various monthly production rates are on order

at M-Day, and a 30 month reorder lead time. As showcr. the

figure, the first aircraft ordered on M-Day would not be

delivered for approximately 18 months, regardless of tlie

starting production rate. The study also showed a direct

correlation between higher delivery rates and best surge

potential. For example, the popular idea of maintaining' a

"warm base" is represented by the lowest curve on the graph.

a production rate of two aircraft per month. In this -ase,

72 aircraft would be in the pipeline on M-Day for delivery

within 36 months. A surge from this condition would prodclic

48 additional aircraft within this 36 months, a 67% incieA-

above the war:., *a.re prcduction rate. On the other hanl, tLi-

figure shows that surging from a production rate It

aircraft .per enoth wo:ld increase the quantity delivte- I,.

-- -
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74%, from 360 to 625 aircraft at the 6 ront 

Although there is only a small difference in the perceii

increase '-etween these two cases, 67% vice 74%, the abso 11fte

numbers differ by a factor of more than 5.5 to 1 (265 vice 46

additional aircraft). Thus, the "warm base" is relativefl,

inefficient as a basis for producing large numbers

aircraft in response to a surge requirement.

Another important factor which varies with the .

production rate can be seen by examining the relative ,ipwaik-i

slopes of the dashed lines at the 36 month point in Figure 3.

T"he steeper the upward slope, the higher the production rate

at the end of the period. Again, the "warm base" dot . not

compare favorably as its slope is relatively flat. s

difference apparently results from two benefits associated

with higher production rates. For the airframe manufacturer,

it provides a network of subcontractors accustomed to

supplying raw materials, forgings, or detailed parts on a

regular basis at a high level, which encourages investments

in modern equipment and trained personnel. The same response

is required by the airframe manufacturer, he must also expand

and upgrade his facilities and expand the pool of trained

manpowe r.

A key item of interest in Figure 3 is the significatitly

higher num oer of aircraft which could be proa,'ced if *,-

year's adlitional long leal time ite.,:s were on hand pr .,i,

- 10 -
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M-Day. The analysis shows that in every ca,_ie, the-

quantity delivered could be approximately twice that nr-,.

by the basic rate at the 30th month if one year's lonq 1,,,

items were procured in advance each fiscal year. McDonre

Douglas drew several conclusions from this study:

- An airframe manufacturer's capability to accel-ra-,
weapon system deliveries is significantly cons',ra,.,,:
capability of suppliers of critical complex items wbH
or three viable sources exist for each, and the cost
maintaining standby suppliers is prohibitive. Tb.es,
items inclide

- Engines

- Radars

- Inertial Navigation Systems

- Environmental Control Systems

- Large Forgings

The existing industrial capability for fighter aircraft
(because of low production rates for existing programs) would
require substartial periods of time to produce contingency
aircraft inventories.

- The capability of a single source to accelerate systejT'
deliveries from a given basic rate of production is equal tc ,
greater than two sources each producing at half the gi'n,,, r.1
and the premium cost of maintaining multiple sources for
identical or similar purpose systems or components is
considerable.

- The capability to acquire added aircraft earlier and ,,
greater quantities could be enhanced by:

- Stockpiling complete aircraft.

- Increasing the current basic rate of deliverie - of
systems in production.

- Bjying long lead items concurrent with each Lanidl

fiscal year procurement for the next fiscal year. (5)

.. -
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McDonnell Douglas' findings have been confgicr-n.,

others examining the problem. For examApl e, a "Joint

Department of Defense, Office of Management and Budget

, Aircraft Industry Capacity" study stated:

"Assuming a 1-year warning, with appropriate
mobilization actions, existing warm productior

-lines would begin to compensate partially for
losses in 18 to 24 months... " (34:7)

The DoD/OMB study also identified surge production

constraints related to:

- Engines

- Radars

Landing gear

- Some numerical control equipment

- Some fabrication shop work

- Shortage of tooling engineers

- Large forging capability (34:32)

Finally, the DoD/O-13 study pessimistically concluded:

"Comparingj attrition and surge productior,
estimates raises a question about the utility of
surge production." (34:33)

[.4

It is therefore apparent that there are significart

" capacity constraints, and that prime contractors are

currently producing well below their normal capacity.

12



TRENDS IN LEAD TIME

One important indication of the existence of capaci+

constraints and bottlenecks is the amount of lead cime

required to obtain an item. In late 1980, General. Si.

testified that the lead time for titanium forgings was 1'

weeks. (29:111-17) This long lead time resulted from "a 1978

surge of new orders of jetliners [which] sp r-kei

upturn in the industry's aircraft production bac<!.,.

[1978] Aircraft deliveries of all types numbered 19,960, the

hiyhest figure since the nost-World War II record year of

1966." (1:30,31) The 1979 delivery figure was also over

19,000 aircraft; however, deliveries decreased to 14,-,73 ii

1980, and then to 11,954 in 1981. These reduced deliverios

resulted in shorter lead times. By late 1982, the 117 week

lead time for large titanium forgings had decreased to 39-42

weeks, as shown in Table. 2. Unfortunately, the lead ti,ae

decrease shown for large titanium forgings and, indeed, all

the items in Table 2 cannot be attributed to the presence cf

any new suppliers. Rather, an across-the-board decrease in

lead time for all items is a result of the decrease in

aircraft orders during the current economic recession. It.

seers reasonbIe to expect the lead time for each item to

4qu Ck!-- return to a ..uch higher value in the event 'f

" _ric.- Il rcov,ery or a sur--e in orders, such as would o-cut

if civ' Liai aircraft production were to be increased. !,,c,-,

- 13-



on the expectation that the ionger lead timesz shown in

2 are representative of a surge situation, there may b2

significant constraints in the capacity to produce all the

items listed. These items will be discussed in more detail

in the following pages.

Table 2. Aerospace Products Lea,] Time Trtndls
(Weeks) (5)

PEAK CURRENT CHA G L
DEC 79 OCT 82

ALUMINUM EXTRUSIONS 70-85 12-16 -69
-LUMINUM SHEET/PLATE 48-72 12-26
BEARINGS 52-86 24-30 -56

" CASTINGS - LARGE 46-43 26-36 -12
COBALT/MOLY STEEL BAR 44-52 26-36 -1'
ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS 26-68 16-28 -40
ELECTRICAL WIRE 52-60 12-16 -44
FASTENERS 34-38 8-22 -i6
FORGINIGS - ALUMINUM & STEEL 70-115 34-40 -75

- FORGiNGS - TITANIUM - LARGE 100-120 39-42 -78
HINGES 72-90 25-28 -62
HYDRAULIC FITTINGS 80-84 32-40 -44
MACHINING - LAiRGE 34-36 24-30 -6
ROD ENDS 52-65 24-30 -35
RUBBER PRODUCTS 18-26 12-16 -10
T TITANIUM - SHEET/PLATE 55-85 12-20 -65

**** ** ******************************************************** ** ,

EiTFCT OF LEAD TIME ON PRODUCTION

The effect of these long lead times on a prime

contractor's ability to increase his production rate is shown

i n 7iure 4. Castings and forgings must be ordered at least
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24 months before they are needed in the fabrication proc .

Likewise, valves, pumps, and actuators must be ordered

approximately 24 months before they will be needed; some

government furnished items, such as ejection seat catapults,

must be ordered even earlier. Add to these items the 13

months shown for the prime contractor to assemble and test

the aircraft, and it becomes apparent that aircraft orders

placed on M-Day will not be delivered until appr c.mat 7.

1/2 to 3 years later.

Another effect of long lead time on surge production

capability is shown in Figure 5. The figure shows that the

production rate can begin tc Lrncreas immediately after -- Day

by consuming parts which are on hand and those which arrive

through the pipeline as a result of old orders. Once these

parts are used, however, production must fall off

dramatically until a new supply of long lead items arrives.

Figure 5 will be discussed further in the section of this

paper which presents the F-15 vertical slice study.

It must be noted at this point that almost all the data

available concerning surge production seems to reflect a

"business as usual" assumption. Several of the persons

interviewed said that surge production response time could be

greatly reduced if the government established priorities and

used mobilization powers to allocate resources. Comparir:

the 7-4 surge aztual experience, which will be discussed

- 16 -
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later, to the surge predictIons for Lhe F-4, F-1 5, P-I- ;.AJ

F/A-18 seems to indicate that current projections are

somewhat conservative. Nonetheless, the degree to which

these estimates may be biased was impossible to determine, so

all predictions are presented without any attempt to quantify

the degree of conservatism.
.4

EFFECT OF TOTAL REQUIRZMENTS BUILD-UP

The build-up of requirements for materials, parts, a)d

- labor frequently exceeds the capacity of various sectors of

the industry, creating an increased lead time for a given

item. For examle, Figure 6 illustrates how this

requirements build-up occurs for the F-16 program. T E? p.,rene

contractor's requirements for items to support USAF
production, foreign military sales progras, war readiness,

- the surge program, spare parts, modifications, and repairs

generate orders for vendors. These vendors have a finite

productive capacity, and, as the figure shows, are also

receiving competing orders. Frequently, the vendor's

capacity is exceeded. This situation has the following

effects:

- Material lead time is increased.

- increased turn around time for repairs.

- Increased pro.duct price.

- Delay and lack of support in the field.

a.0
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- Serious program im.ict.3 from cielr. su):,rt ,,, ,

- Reduced capability to accomplish modification prorans.

- Vendors are forced into making priority decisions. (22)

Obviously, then, there are complex inter-relationships functicning

within the aerospace industry to create production bottlenecks.

Another important factor to be considered, is the demand

• for parts to support the operational forces. It. is

that any situation requiring surge or mobiliza t i,.)

aircraft production would also require a greatly increased

level of flight activity for the operational forces. Of

course an increased operational tempo would cause a

. corresponding incr:ise in the Cate of spare -.irts

consuraption, and , thereby, create a competition in demand

between parts for production versus parts for existin 5

forces. Further, if there is a shooting war, then battle

damage will almost certainly create demands for parts and

structural members not normally consumed in peacetime. It is

likely that lead times will increase in this situation.

This look at the general industrial scene sets the staqe

for an examination of specific cases. In the next chapter a

vertical slice study is presented for each of the subject

aircraft. Additionally, experience gained during the surge

in F-4 production for the Vietnam War is summarized.

.2
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C'iAPT ER I£I

VERTICAL SLICE STUDIES

In the process of obtaining information for : p

vertical slice studies of the F-14, F-15, F-16, and F,'A- 1,

were conducted. In addition, a vertical slice study was m 1.,I

of the experience gained during the VieLnam Wad surge i4

production. The results of these studies are presenLed I

this chapter.

PART I

THE F-4 PHAITOM II CASE STUDY

During the period 1953-1979, McDonnell Douglas

manufactured 5,057 F-4 Phantom II fighter aircraft. As par t

of the Vietnam era buildup, McDonnell dramaticall'; increase

the production rate of the F-4 aircraft. Their experien- i:

surqinq the production of this moc-erri fighter shoul

studied by anyone contemplating surge production preparedness:

for a future national emergency.

F-4 aircraft deliveries in 1966/67 were accelerated fror.

a rate of 45 aircraft per month to a peak of 71 aircraft ner

month, generating 35, 360, and 590 additicnal aircraft 12,24:

and 36 ont.s from go-aheai. The additional auantitie.

-21-



delivered were 26%, 39%, and 43% great? -t .

months after go-ahead than would have been produced at tb

planned rate of 38 aircraft per month. The increasoc

production was accomplished by the use of many unskilled new

employees, and the same make/buy plan and supplier teal,

existing at the time the production acceleration was

ordered. During 1966-67, the normal time span from orderi,,q

until delivery of additional F-4 aircraft was 21 months. (5'

McDonnell Doucjlas undertook the accelerated production

with a "letter-of-intent" contract and endeavored to maximize

production of F-4 aircraft with no specific end in sight.

From their perspective, it was more like full mobi, _-0in

than a surge. Figure 7 shows the F/RF-4 combined delivery

rate. Figure 8 shows the actual delivery accelerat.-r

achieved. Note that beyond 24 :-onths after go-ahead,

McDonnell could have continued to increase production to

orovide 584 aircraft more than the number finally ordered

during the 36 month period, a- 85% potential increase in

production. (5)

Two McDonnell employees, Mr. Leo C. Brethauer, Dirrcto-

- Plans and Schedules, and Mr. Donald F. Guempel, Manager -

Production Scheduling, vividly recall the F-4 sur"l.

experience and provided the following inSights on lessonz

learned and relationships to current production aircraft.

(15)
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The main benefit to future surcje productiun from

studying the F-4 experience would probably be in the area of

"management" rather than the production process. The F-4 was

* - "assembly intensive", requiring a lot of sheetmetal work and

S. riveting; whereas, for newer aircraft such as the F-15 and

F/A-18, the fabrication process is much different, requiring

large machined components and cumpOsILes. Composite

materials must be shaped and bonded by hand, and then heated

and pressure treated in a small number of large, in-house

autoclaves. The production of these materials may create

bottleneck.s which did not exist in the F-4 sheet metal era.

For the F-4, as many actions as possible, includin-

machining, were removed from the immediate assembly area to

nearby buildings. No serious problem was encountered in

obtaining additional building space nearby, and "brick and

mortar" is not ex-jected to be a constraint if McDonnell

should have to surge current production aircraft.

Labor was not a constraint for the F-4 surge; ample and

sufficiently skilled employees were available. Some

adjustments, of course, had to be mad-i, and there was a large

training require. ,ent, but it was manageable. Employees

already on the payroll worked in~reased shifts, and were used

to train new employees. -his allowed a rapii expansion of

the ,orkforce. Figure 9 shows the build-up of direct

25
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production persor.n-e cu :nrj tr,e F-4 t:";

t' r F-4 assembly, the critical path was through tho

cockpit, where there was only room for one worker at a time.

The key to solving th: bottleneck was to spread out the

production and assembly process so that more and more units

could be put in flow. This solution should also be

applicable to current production linef.

As the F-4 manufacturing accelerated, demands for

sub-assemblies and spare parts to supply both production and

operational requirements caused a competition for these

assets, which required DoD arbitration. Attrition and high

utilization rates in the operational forces in a future

national emergency could also be expected to increase spares

demand at the same time that surge production is relying for

its success on the same parts and sub-assemblies. The

shortage now, however, could even be more severe than for the

F-4. In avionics, for example, many U.S. sources for

electronic parts are drying up. Several U.S. electronics

firms have been bought out by foreign competitors, McDonnell

Douglas employees reflecting on the F-4 era f-el that early

parts procurement is the key to su,7cessful , .rge production.

The initial surge in F-4 production consured long lead

items such as forgings, engines, and landing gear much faster

than the pipeline could orovide. Once the parts on hand were

- 27 -



used, a drop in production occurrel whio ,. I'; pi

more lov< lead items. The best way to avoid this situation

in a future surge would be to keep a larger rolling stock of

such iteras on hand.

One of the major lessons learned from the F-4 experience

was that the larger the existing production rate. b.Isedl on a

one shift, 5-day work week, the greater the sur3c p. oteltial.

From this standpoint, it may be better to have one

manufacturer producing at, for example, 20 units per month

rather than two sources each producing at only 10 units per

month. in the latter case, not only is the surge potential

less, but also, the two manufacturers mayi be producing well

below an economically efficient level, which may force one or

both to cease production of that item.

These are only some of the highlights as recalled by

Messrs. :rethauer and Guempel. Many of the personnel who

accc!. plished tiis feat are no longer with '.cDonnell Douglas,

incliding top manaoement. Most of the remaining employees

who did participate are nearing retirement and will take with

them the lessons learned during this surge production

exerienrp. An indepth study of the F-4 surge should be

ac omp F is ed to record this valuable experience in the

fihter aircraft Industry. Additional information on the F-4

P.iant:)mn sure is prov-ded in Appendi' A.

K - 28-



PART iI

TH' F-14A TOMCAT

DESCRIPTIOIH

The F-14A Tomcat is a twin seat, var 1al, .,' w i*,.

supersonic fighter manufactured by the GrUNUTa A crosp ,"

Corporation, Bethpage, Long Island, New York. It is powered

by two Pratt. and .hitney TF30 turbofan engines, each capable

of producing 20,900 lbs of thrust using afterburner. Capable

of operating from aircraft carriers, the F-14A has a maximum

design speed of Mach 1.0+, and a service ceiling in excess of

50,000 feet. The Tomcat's variable-sweep wing is

automatically positioned for best lift throughout its flight

envelope. The wings sweep to 68 degrees for high-speed

maneuvering, but when fully extended, permit take-offs in

less than 1,000 feet and landings in less than 2,000 feet at

speeds below 120 knots. The F-14 is equipped with the AWG-9

Weapons Control System, which is caoable of controlling six

Phoenix missile launches while simu'ianeously tracking 24

targets in all 4eath-r conditions. In addition to the

PhoeL.ix iissiles, -.he F-14 can carry 6 Sparrow missiles, 4

Sidewiicder missiles, a:d one 20imm Vulcan c.-nnon. The F-14

was designed to reolac-. the F-4. and is currently operational

2 -
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with the U.S. Navy.

_R';_ DUCTLON RITES

The F-14 uade its first flight in December of 1970. By

March of 1983, Grumman Aerospace had delivered 456 F-14s to

the U.S. Navy, and had sold 80 to Iran. F-14 production has

been set at a comparatively low rate for the last few years,

not requiring an expansion of facilities or ia o: :jurchdse of

new equipment. only two deliveries per month are planned

duriny FYs 34-86. Grumman is also producing the A-GE, EA-6B

* and E-2C, each at a rate of 6 aircraft per year. In

.ddition, Grumm.n has recpened the C-2 line to support the

Department of Defense FY 84 funding request for 8 C-2

aircraft. (8:93'

Grummarn's major manufacturing facilities are located on

Long Island, New York, in Nassau and Suffolk Counties, where

the majority of the F-14 airframe is manufactured and

assemblei. Ad'litional Grui,,man manufacturing sites operating

in suppc'rt of the F-14 program include plants at Stuart,

Florida, where subassemblies are manufactured, Milledoeville,

,K.. Georgia, where com, posite material is produced, and Glen Arm,

Maryland. where riac.hined parts are produced.

G r-. -mr-an s curre:it F-L4 naanufacturng flow is about 22

- 30-
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r.onths • Procurement lea,. time for raw materiaLs a'il

subsystems lengthen total flow time for production to

apprjximately 44 months. Raw materials to support production

of the F-14 have a lead time of 5 to 12.5 months, while

certain fo.-qinys withoLIt machining are 12.5 to 16 months;

major titanium forgings are 20 months. Subassemblies such as

the landing gear and nacelle inlets have lead times of 49 and

59 months respectively, while certain actuatort take up to 

months.

While lead times for titanium and aluminum sheets,

plates, extrusions, rods and bars, and forgings have

decreased recently, lead times -for electronic cor.pone-.ts suc'"

as integrated circuits, connectors, and transistors continae

to increase, currently running at 7.5 to 12 months. Avionics

components such as transmitters have lead times as long as 20

months. Relays and contactor_ can take up to 25 months.

(12)

POTENTIAL PRODUCTION RATES

Based on an advanced draft report entitled "Industrial

Preparedness Planning, Fiscal 1934" submitted to the Naval

'ecapons Engineering Support Activity ir. October 1982 by the

Grumroan Aerospace Corporation, the rompany has tb :apability

tc simultanecxisly e. pand production of the F-14A. A-6E,

6 -63, an-' 2 prcvided c.2r-:ain prerequisites are
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satisfied. Grumman's analysis considers four con',LtL'mn: ' )

Surge without stockpiling long lead items, (2) Surge with

long lead items stockpiled, (3) Mobilization without

. stockpiling long lead items, and (4) Mobilization with long

lead items stockpiled. Surge is defined as " a state of

national concern wherein maximum efforts are applied tc

selected programs to advance delivery within the capability

of existing facilities and equipment in a peace-time

environment." Mobilization is defined as "a state of

national emergency or crisis wherein contractors and

suppliers are given Government direction to satisfy DoD

requirements." The ground rules and Grumman's analyses

assumptions include:

- The data used to support the analysis would be from
Grumman's FY82 experience with M-Da considered to occur on
I October 1981. Grumman's business base is per the March 1902
Corporate Master Delivery Schedule.

- Grumman would simultaneously increase production of
the F-14A, A-6E, EA-6B, and E-2C to maximize mobilization
rates.

- Preferential treatment and priority would have been
accorded by the government to DoD suppliers.

- The stockpiling of long lead items under conditions
2 and 4 would provide materials and parts when required for
manufacturing.

* - Govern:aent furnished equipment woLd be provided as
required.

- Trained manpower woul be available.

- Additional requiremen- s foi :ac ininq, particu.'arlw,
those requiring gantry machin- tool., could be subcontracted.

(12:II!-?,3)
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The 1982 Grumman report is still in draft, and sn- ".

data for the time to produce tne first adlitional aircraft

under surge conditions, or to achieve a sustained production

rate at mobilization levels was not available. However,

valuable information in terms of work week and shift

requirements, manufacturing cycle time, and additional

facilities and equipment requirements were prc,.. , ei.

Under condition 1, surge with no stockpiling, productioM

is limited by the unavailability of long lead items. One

full shift working 40 hours over 5 days with unscheduled

overtimne as necessary will maintain production; however,

there would be a need to add second shifts i1 some

departiments. Total aircraft flow time would be reduced to 28

months by slortenin fcrging time, machine time, and in-house

manufacturing time. Under condition 2, surge with

stockpiling, two 6 day, 56 hours oer week snifts would be

required, and total aircraft flow time could be reduced from

28 to 16 months. (12:!II-2,iV-4) An earlier study reported

by the Naval Air Systems Command in June 1981 confirmed that

Gruz-mnan's ability to surge with or without stockpiling was

the same for the first 15 months. The elapsed time to reach

maximum capability was rdu.ed from 36 to 24 months by

.. stockpiling lonj lead it'.s. ,35:10)

Under Cond-' ions and 4, mobilization without and with
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stockpiling respectively, manpower would inc.rease to thi.ee '

day shifts, 56 hours per week until the maximum production

- rate is achieved. It would then be reduced to two 6 day

shifts, 56 hours per week. Total aircraft flow time would be

reduced to 14 months. The 1981 Naval Air Systems Corn' rd

study stated that Grumman could start acceleration in 21

.-. months, reaching a maximum of 8 aircraft per month in 28

months without stockpiling. With stockp ii.gj ac(. I s

reached in 17 months and maximum production in 21 mronths.

" .If Grumman 4as required to simultanequsly surge or

.obilize production of the F-14A, A-6E, EA-6B, and E-2C,

additional 3pac-L_ ,.nJ equi,..nt would be required. Gru.ian' s

in-house machining capacity wocld be saturated, even with use

of subcontractor sapport. If the outside machined parts

industry is also saturated, additional equipment and space

would be required. Grumman's facilities on Long island would

be able to support surge of the F-14A if the production of

the other aircraft were not surged.

BOTTLENECKS AND CONSTRAINTS

Of all the factors that affect a company's ability to

increase its production rate, one of tne most important is

current delivery rate. The capability to surge F-14A

production is limited by the low de~ive~y --ate. The F-14A

production rate has decrease-' t : 2 :ircrzft per mont.. as

34 -
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production approaches the planned total buy of the atrcrafl.

Therefore, unless the U.S. Navy decides to increase its total

buy of F-14s, or foreign military sales are made, the current

delivery rate of F-14s will remain low. To make matters

worse, the other aircraft currently being produced by

Grumman, the A-6E, EA-6B, and E-2C are also being produced at

a very low rate. Even the ."eopening of the C-2 line is

associated with a small buy of aircrait at a Luw PLuductiJi

rate. While Grumman's analysis shows the capability of

increasing production of -he F-14A by a high percentage

during surge or mobilization, only 5 additional aircraft per

month are beinc produced after this increase. lncreased

oroduction above this rate i3 possible, but the low r the

current delivery rate, the longer it takes to deliver the

first additional aircra-ft, and the? smaller the total number
of aircraft delivered over a given period of time.

The quantity of aircraft on order has an impact similar

to that of the "current delivery. rate." The greater the

quantity of aircraft on order, the easier it is to accelerat9

the flow of material in the pipeline to support surge

production. To maintain production at the desired

mobilization rate, lead time would have . be reduced enough

to fill in the vacuum created by the initial surge usage of

items in the pipeline. Accel-ration of items in the pipeline

can be improved :n3 Lhe impac of ti-.: initial sLrrge \acuu;-.

-35-



can be decreased by the s.t..kpiling of long lead items-

again, this becomes more 6ifficult in the case of the F-14 a

deliveries approach the planned total buy. At the point in

time considered by the Grumman analysis, stockpiling of one

year's long lead itens for production at mobilization rates

would exceed the planned peacetime program total! In

addi-ion, certain suppliers would complete work two or three

years before the plani ed program end, and would ha,.- .topped

production unless funded tc keep their line open with Vo

deliveries.

The ability cf sippliJers t- accelerate and/or increa~

production of !on: lead items .s a major bottleneck

attempted surge or :cbilization. The major long lead items

associated with the FroduciLon -.'f the F-14 are shown in Table

3. in addition, numerous avioni.cs/weapon system components

Table -,. F-14A Major Long Lead Items (36)

ITEM SUPPLIER LEAD TIME (MONTHS)

INLET ROHR 40
LANDING GEAR BENDIX 40
ACTUATOR HAMILTON STANDARD 33
FIN & RUDDER FAIRCHILD 33
F-ltT/SLAT LRIVE CURTIS WRIGHT 33
JOINT ARKWIN 33
RU D DER BEND IX 33
LAUNCH ER RAYTiHEON 33
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used in the F-I,4 are 0_o1:nomo to other U.S. Navy tac' i

aircraft. The Inertial Navigation Set, Electronic Altimeter,

TACAN Navigation Set, Accelerometer Counting Group,

Interrogater Radar Set, Receiving Decoding Group, Radar

Beacon, UH1F Radio, ECM System, Guided Missile System, and

20mm Gun System are used by both the F-14A and F/A-18. (36)

It can be assumed that many other items ritical to th'e

production of tactical aircraft come from the same supp.ici

or group of suppliers. The ability of some suippliers tc

support the surge or mobilization production rate of two or

more aircraft Limultaneously must be questioned. .l

:halle..ge is to .letermine who 'hose suppliers are at an"

point in time, and then provide them the incentive that wi'

allow for a timely and substantial increase in production.

The remaining -tam to be considered is the availability

of trained manpower to support the higher production rates

associated with surge or mobilization. Grumman has conducted

an extensive aralysis for each of their facilities impacted

by a need to ac::elerate production of Navy aircraft. In

order to increase prcduction to meet mobilization

reqiireme.-s, Grumm~an .,,cald have to significantly _ncrease

its work force. The bu.lk of thaL inc:.eL:e would De in the

manufacturing area, with rach i ni.F is and electronic

technicians bing tht iost difficult tc *ecruit. Grumman has

maintained a fairly level work force s- :e tie early 1970's,

i -
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and thus does not have a meaningful "call " -

which to draw in order to increase its work force quickly.

Lack of a pool of trained personnel will require expansion nf

Grumman's training program. Grumman feels this expansion can

be accomplished in a timely fashion with a modest addition of

resources. Due to material lead time and production

build-up, there would be adequate time from M-Day t rc,"','

and train new hires. The availability of manpower t ,

these training programs varies with each of the Gruinla',

facilities. On Long sland, where S0% of the additional

manpower is required, the labor market availability i.

e valuated as FAIR. In Stua±rt, Florida, it is VERY GOOD; in

tMilledgeville, Georgia, it is -OOD; and in Glen Arm,

Maryland, it is POOR. To quote Grumma..

Reality must be faced when thinking of
recruiting personnel for what probably would be
considered a short duration job. Unless the
Government would say 'you must', an iffy l-to-3
year job would not seem to be attractive to the
type of personnel who would be desired. Possibly
added incentives would have to be considered.
(12 :V-19)

PART III

THE F-15 EAGLE

SDES C RI PTIODN

The F-l5 Ea.cl is a fighter aircra-t employed by the

U.S. Air FoLce, t.e "_-aeli Air Force. t R Royal Saudi hr
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Force, and the Japiaese Self Defense Force. The F-1.': zs

constructed at the McDonnell Aircraft Company, Saint Louis,

Missoui , in the same olant which produces the F/A-18 Hornet

and AV-8B Harrier. The Japanese are also producing the F-15

in Japan for their own use. The Japanese production is not

considered by NcDonnell officials to have a significant

impact on the U.S. production of the F-15, therefore it will

not be addressed in this paper. Powered by t o Pra't ;.nd

v, itney F100 jet engines, the F-15 is built in botn a

one-seat (F-i5A Awd F-15C) and a two-seat (F-15B and F-15D)

configuration. Although the two-seat F-15 is used for

training pilots, it is also fully capable of performing ali

the tasks accomplisaed bv the s;.r.gle seater. The V-iEC and

F-153 ar the modals currently in production.

PRODUC-I ION RATES

The F-15 entered production in 1973. By I January 1 ..-33,

773 F'-15s had bee n delivered as follo,.s:

USA? - 419 A and B models
222 C models
37 D models

- Israel - 40

ai- SIi *rabia - 47

To dte the h ~hest ar.:ual procurement was '24 aircraf:
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during 1977.

F-15 orders thruugh fiscal year 1983 and deliveries throuqh

calendar year 1981 are shown in Table 4. Note that the orders

shown in Table 4 do not correlate directly with the nunbers

Table 4. F-15 Orders and Deliveries

Orders

FY 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83

USAF 30 62 72 132 106 97 78 60 42 36 39

: FMS 3 18 6 35 46 2 13

TOTAL 30 62 72 135 124 97 84 95 88 33 52

Deliveries

CY 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81

TOTAL 2 33 102 124 114 109 86 77

SOURCES: Orders - Telecon with ,!aj Jack Saunders, HQ USAF/RDPN..
4 M.larch 1983.

Deliveries - Telecon with Aerospace Industries
Association D.ta ResEarch Service, Washington, D.C.. 11
March 1933.

delivered exce:?t by coincidenfe in 1977. "'his difference

_epresent: 2, ti.,-e required2 tr -rodu -.- tt, air "raft after an

- 4C -
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order is placed. For example, the McDonnell production r-te

durinq early 1983 is approximately 7 aircraft per month as

the F.L 1981 order of 88 aircraft is being produced.

Likewise, the FY 1983 order of 52 aircraft will be delivered

at an approximate rate of 4 aircraft per month between July

1984 and June 1985, 21 to 32 months after the fiscal year of

funding. (23) According to the FY 1984 DoD Annual Report to

the Congress, funding is being requested for 48 F-15s in FY

1984, 72 in FY 1985, and 96 in FY 1986 and beyord. (33:168)

PR0DUCTION FLOW

Accgrding 7o its FY 1984 production plan, illustrated in

Figure 10, McDonnell Douglas can deliver an F-15

approxim :e Iy -8 .Lont.hs after placing orders to

subcontractors for long lead items. Much of the production

flow time is required to fabricate titanium and aluminum

forgings, engines, radar, and major subcomponents. The

assembly of the center fuselage and main landing gear begins

12 months before elivery. Final assembly of the aircraft

begins approximately five months before delivery, resulting

in roll-out of the aircraft four months prior to delivery.

These final four months are seeded for system tests and

aircraft accitance flichts. The oroduction flow sho,.,n in

Figjure 0 is oase ,' on a five-d2/ wor. week using one shift

per day exce2t for some items. *hich ecuir= around-the-cloc4

operations to pro'luce p..rts. Ass.v.nr that bottl:necks
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created by these current around-the-clock operations ccu!, t-c

overcome, the F-15 production flow could be reduced by

increasing the work force to two or three shifts per day.

POTENTIAL PRODUCTION RATES

McDonnell officials stated that the Saint Louis plant

can simultaneously produce 144 F-15s, 240 F/A-18s, and 78

AV-8Bs per year based on a five-day work week using one and a

half shifts per day for most of the work force, plus some

around-the-clock work on a number of critical path items.

(5) This combined total of 462 aircraft per year compares

favorably with the F-4 surge experience described earlier.

They felt that production could reach 180 F-15s per year

using a seen-da,, vork week with one and a half shifts per

day. Plant officials have not seriously studied the option

of going to a full around-the-clock, sever day weak because

there are so many capacity constraints in the production of

items such as ntachined ti -ani u., ,ulkheads that an

around-the-clock assembly U'.,ne could probably not be

sustained by the existinq parts pipeli ' e. (15)

McDonnell officials also prc vided informatio:i concerning

a short term surge of the F-15 prod.iction line. They have

studied two alteriativc short tern surge situations:

- Six iontl surge durati.o.

- 43
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- -welve month surge duration.

Their study assumed the following factors:

- "," Day (Go Ahead) - I Oct 82.

- Baseline production rate - 7 aircraft/month.

- Extended work week

- Additional shift manpower loading.

- No increase in facilities.

- Consumer supplier and government furnished equipment or
hand. (5)

The results of the McDonnell short term surge study are

shown in Figure 5 on page 17. In the six month surge case an

additional seven aircraft could be prcduced, a gain from 42

tc 49 aircraft. In the twelve month case, the gain wouli be

15 aircraft, an incredse from 94 to 109 aircraft. In both

cases, however, note that the long term effect of either a

six or twelve month sirge is a significant reduction in the

production rate for many months following the surge. This

effect cccurs because of the lead times required to replace

the components consumed during the surge. Thus, a stirge of

six or twelve months duration would result in only a small

increase in the production of aicraft, while at the end of

the surge the plant and its work force would be largely idle,

unable to produce even a small po:tizn of its normal

sustained capacity, until the long -.ead it=ms began to arrive

through the pipeline.

:icDonnell's abii-., t. £i-:e F-15 prDluctio., for the 24
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month period beginning 1 October 1982 was estimated in the

Form DD-1519 submission for fiscal year 1983. According to

this estimate, 49 aircraft could be delivered during the

first six months, 30 during the second six months, and 64

during the second year. (23) This 24 ronth cumulative total

of 143 aircraft is only about one-half the estimated plant

surge capacity of 144 aircraft per year because more than 24

months are needed to obtain many critical parts. The DD-155l9

estimate was based on a two-shift per day workforce and

assumed that 55 aircraft were to be ordered for FY 1983 (52

we-e actually ordered). Other assumptions made for the

DD-1519 estimate are discussed later in this paper.

BOTTLENECKS AND CONSTRATNTS

McDonnell has identified some potential bottlenecks

which they plan to eliminate or reduce through in-house

production or identification of second sources. (15)

Nonetheless, there are a myriad of bottlenecks and capacity

constraints which would prevent a sustained significant

increase in the production of the F-15 for at least three

years from the time a decision is made to do so.

The c _itical long lead items for the F-15 are given in

Table 5. Of the items listed, or.y the jet engine can be

conveniently bypasse! :.n producti:,r since it . not installed

until the entire air'r_.me has been ass(:nble. Considering

- 5 -
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that both the F-15 and the F-16 use the Fl00 engine, this

item may be a bottleneck for both these aircraft.

Unfortunately, the time and money available to this study

. group did not permit an examination of the factors affecting

the F100 engine lead time. This item is recommended for

further examination in future studies.

Table 5. F-15 Fiscal Year 1984
Major Equipment Long Lead Items (5)

ITEM SUPPLIER ARG (MONTHS)

JET ENGIN4_ PRATT & WHITNEY 30
" FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM HUGHES AIRCPAFT 27

RADAR HUGHES AIRC.AFT 27
JET FUEL STARTER GARRETT TURBINE 24
SWITCH-CVER VALVE KELSEY-HAYES 22
AIR CYCLE AIR CONDITIGNING AIRESEARCH 21
DIFFUSER RAMP ACTUATOR NATIONAL WATERLIFT (NWL) 20
FIRST RAMP ACTUATOR NWL 20

* MAIN LANDING GEAR BENDIX 20
STABILA.TOR ACTU.TOR NWL 20
HYDRAULIC FLAP ACTUATOR NWL 20

* SOURCE: 14CAIR

The remaining ten long lead items in Table 5 are

supplied to McDonnell by only six companies, and there are

*apparently no alternate sources which could provide these

items more rapidly. Note also the nature of these long lead

items -- two are major electror.c devices (the radar arn fire

control svst m), foL: are actuators (all supplied zy one
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company, r'iational Waterlift), three are complex aerosp)ace

industry unique items (jet fuel starter, switch-over valve,

and the air cycle air conditioning), and one item involves a

large forging (the main landing gear). Again, we recommend

these items for further study as the time and money allocated

did not permit a specific analysis of each of these items.

The DD Form 1519, DoD Industrial Preparedness ; "

Production Planning Schedule, for the F-15 was review 1.

(23) The assumptions stated on the Form 1519 and comments on

them follow:

- F/A-i8 and AV-83 will also be accelerated.

Th~.s is an important assumption because the McDonnell

plant at Saint. Louis alsz. produces these aircraft

side-by-side 4ith the F-15. It is interesting to note that

the DD Form 1519 system apparently allows manufacturers to

consid,r only the effect of a simultaneous production surge

,tor aircraf' built in their own plant. Since a mobilization

sur.;e vou1ld almost cer-ainiy result in an increased demand

for all aircraft cuL-rently in production (eg. F-14, F-15,

F--16, FlAi-, AV-8B, F-20, A-1C. A-6). it is possible that

the collective demand for forgings, avionics, actuators:

enuines, skilled (trainable) labor, etc. might .imit

production of thetz! aircraft to a level well below each

plant's as-.:.bIb l y cpacity.
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GFAE (Government Furnished Avionics and Engines) wi_
be available as required.

For the reasons cited above, this assumption alone may

invalidate the DD Form 1519 projections.

- Fabrication and assemblies can be diverted to
M cDonnell Tulsa or leased areas and overtime used as
required.

This seems to be a reasonable _ssumption, The officials

we talked to wer' -.rianimous in their opinion that floor space

anJ other facilities were not a constraint, and that

exPd,!:;$on " production facilities into leased or newly

ccnstructed buil.ingc. would not cause a production

bottleneck. (15;%

- Reorder laad time is in exces3 of 40 months for the
S-1_5. Therefore, prioritie3 and allocations relative to current
commercial aircraft orders must be provided by the U.S.
Government dt "I-Day in order to allow accelerated deliveries
of the F-15 in the M-Day plus 24 month time period. These
!,Trl°rities must be both for critical raaterials and suppliers
Cai->ci ty, including time on 5-axis profilers and large forging
presse S. DY or directive type priority required.

This is a critical factor. There seems to be general

a-roement that for,3ings and machined parts are produced by

only a handful of manufacturers. However no agency has yet

effectively re.ated the production capacity of these

:na2ja,ctorers to the demand for their products .hich will

-xist at iarious levels of military and civilian aircraft

"" - 43 -
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production. 'While it is probably impossible to analyzp l*i

industry down to every nut, bolt, and rivet, it should be

relatively easy to determine the major subcontractors'
capacity to produce items such as engines, titanium

bulkheads, landing gear struts, hydraulic actuators, radars,

fire controi systems, etc. Likewise, the demand for these

items should be easily established since the airrrft

manufacturers know In detail how many of each part iq

required for building one of their aircraft. The absence nf

such an analysis probably leads the DD Form 1519 system to

produce forecasts of production which are overly optimistic

1, because the system is not designed to determine the effect of

Subcontr-ctor capacity constraints or simultaneous surge

effects.

- Lozal labor market supply of skilled labor is more than
* adequate to meet the requirements of the 24 month mobilization

The McDonnell plant officials stated their belief that

labor would not be either :*. constraint nor a bottleneck.

They cited their past experience in hiring and training large

numbers of people and offered a convincing arguement that

skilled lh.bor is not a problim, even during good economic

times. Wi~h today's reces..ionary economy, they believe there

is a large pool :f previous McDonnell employees in the Saint

Louis area who .juld be avai! ble tc work as soon as jobs

we e made availdhle. This appe2!rs to be a reasonable

- 49 -
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assumption.

PART IV

F-16 FIG1TING FALCON

DESCRIPTION

The F-16 Fighting Falcon is single seat aiultirole

fighter designed to complement the F-15 as an air superiority

fighter. The producti,-n F-16 it -Dowered by a single Pratt

an(! Whitney F!OC engine, but a variant is also flying with

the General Electric J-79 :engine. The production program is

unique in that :he airzraft _;s tbeing coproduced in the United

States and in Eurcoe to servc in the following air forces:

- USAF - Pakistan
- Netherlands - Venezuela
- Be jiu: - Korea
- Norway - Egypt
- Denmark - Israel

The I.rimary contractor for production of the F-16 in the

United States is 'eneral Dynamics, with th. aircraft being

built at ar 7.ir F"r:-. plant in Fort Worth, Texas.

The in-.ie se,. F-16A and the two seat F-163 are the

cu-rent oroduction models. Both are ".?signed as "swing"

Z" LccarL, nav-n- thc; capability for bol-. air-t-rord and

"..-.. .. ..-'" " ' . .. - . . - . . . -,. . • . ,- -, : . . . _



air-to-air combat. Modifications are now in work to provide

future production models with an enhanced capability for both

air-to-air combat and air-to-ground weapons delivery.

PRODUCTION RATES

The F-16 entered production in 1978. By 28 February

1983, 540 F-16s had been delivered, with 13 aircraft per

month being the highest production rate achieved during the

period. The Air Force plans to purchase 120 F-16s per year

through 1985, and then increase production to a more

efficient rate cf 180 aircraft per year. (33:168)

The F-16 oroduction base is composed or- ovr r 5000

suppliers. Except for the forward fuselage, all major

structaral subassebl-es a:e coproduced b%- European

concerns. Aircraft issembly lines are locazed in three

countries: the Gnited States, Belgium. anc The Netherlands.

Engi-ne assembly lines are located in the United States and

Belsiujm. To minimize dependency on foreign -c.urces in this

multinational program, the U.S. maintains an American source

for every major -omponent in the aircraft,

PRODUCTIO.i FLOW

The currei.t F-16 -orldwide r.-oduction rate capacity is

25 aircraft per month, with the Fort Worth plant having a

ca.3acity of 19 aircraft and 25 forward fuselages per month.
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The floor layout plan was originally designed to accomodate

production of 45 aircraft per month, and retains that

capabilit.y today. Unfortunately, tooling is available to

support only the current production rate. Lead time to

establish the production line to accomodate a full 45

aircraft production rate is 12-18 months.

The factory assembly line, however, is not the

constraint in the event of a surge reairement. As with

other fighter aircraft, lead time to take delivery on

components from subcontractors can be greater than 24

months. Figre !1. shows raterial/manufacturing flow times

for a representative 3ample of major subcontracted F-16

items. Lead :ime dnd subcontractor rate capacity for

critical iteis Are depicted in Figure 12.

POTENTIA, PRODUCTION RATES

SThe F-16 capability to respond to a conventional surge

request is shown in Figure 13 as line 1. A "Built-in Surge"

study in August 1981 requeztpd an estimated cost required to

deliver the first F-16 ab, ve current production capacity

within six months dfter eargv order, and deliver 60 F-16s

within the following 12 -onth.s The added capability, at a

cost of $12 million, is shown as line 2 in Fiqure 13. Another

study, in support of the Special Defense Acquisition Fund

(SCAF), concluded that a 10 per-ent .nvestment in production
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TIAD MES FOR 'AJOR F-16 SU-I' ACIORS
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LEAD TIMES FOR MAJOR F-16 SUBCONTRACTORS (CONTINUED)

Subsystems
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Critical Equipment Items F- 16 A/B
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CONVENTIONAL VS BUILT-IN SURGE RESPONSIVENESS
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inventory would provide a 33 percent reduction in F-16 lead

time. Figure 14 shows the relationship between investment

- required, order response time, and quantity of aircraft.

BOTTLENECKS A'ID CONSTRAINTS

General Dynamics has the basic capability to support a

35-45 aircraft per month program on a sustained basis,

assuming no surge in production of other fighter aircraft.

To attain that position a substantial amount of firm,

long-term orders must be funded to provide incentives for

investments in capacity expansion. A few known constraints

are:

- Precision Aluminum Forginge

- Heavy Uluminum Plates

- Ditan..rm Rods and Pars

Should commercil" aircraft production increase, aluminura

press capacity could riot suprort thee demand on a near term

basis. ncreastd F-Ia requirements :3one, however, will not.

provide a sufficient business base for additional industry

investment in ress capacity.

Long ter.- ccpacity problemts remain with titanium also.

vz- ven wiLh recn-t capacity expansion programs, a substantial

backlog still :emains. Figures 15 and 16 show lead times for

forc-ings, castings and raw materials through 1981.
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NUMER OF F- 16 AIFCRA*T PROECME vs HDNTHS

FIRST DELIVERY AT DIFFERENT FUNDING LEVELS FOR F-16
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Ninety per ert of tre F-116 equipment i e:s would be

availaoile to r-a,, z' - a,-,craf " '-

event of 3 sr : e, q irerent. Thirt4-sJ. : r.te"'S found

throughout the production process would, h-we'., C; o:.3t~an

suroe potential. Zxamples include:

- Insufficient Rate Capability

- Arkwin actuators limited to 25 ship-sets (S/S) per
month.

- J. Carter valves .imited to 20 S/S per month.

- -arker-Hannifin valves/contrcllers limited to 25 S/S

per monthi.

- Producibilitv

- Collins unable to sustain rate on transduceis.

- Talley has problems in manufacturing and quality on
actuators, pump;, and fuel d '.,iders.

- Aateria!. Supplv

Sterer aluminum tor]inc 'ead time is 72 weeks.

- manpower

- ITT/General Controls haje li..ted personre! for
assembly and calibration of vent valves.

Even with these known constraints, the production rate, on

. balance, can be increased t; 35 aircraft z r montz within 24

months after go-aheac.

As noted earlier, --he :urrent 7-i,£ c rodu-tio- line 2_s

arrang3ed to inc-ease the production r..te to 45 air.zraft per

"-4nth with O--." :;,no: rearra:,enent and addition of tooling-.

- 6, -
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At a cost of S3 million (1981 dollars), additional tooling

could be purchased to increase production to 25 airc aft per

month using 2 shifts per day and a 5 day work week. Twelve

months would be required to purchase and set u the tooling.

A $12 million purchase of additional tooling would increase

the production rate to 35 per month using 2 shifts per day

and a 5 day week, and 45 aircraft per month using 3 shifts

per day and a 6 day week.

Generally speaking, mobilization improvements can be

achieved using c two ste:p process. In the short term (12

nonths', S86 million (1981 dollars) would be required to
puirchase long ,. e:. '-

..on .aterial -o protect d 19-20 aircraft per

month rate with .- 24 mornth delivery. In the long term (2-3

years), $28C-2.00 nil}..on wcl)".d :e rz.quired tc reach the 35-45

aircraft per tonth :ate by the procurement of additional

tooling, test equipment, facilitie3. and long bead material.

*

PART 'v

F/A-18 iOGRNET

• fA GSCR1 P7 ITK;

ThL F/A-2. :{ornet Stri * Ficgher is a high performance,

al"-i/eat:.er fzghter and .L"ht attack aircraft bui" :. by the
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\ McDonnell Douglas Aircraft Corporation. This multimiss ion

aircraft is powerei by two General Electric F404-GE-400

turbofan engines, each capable of producing 16,000 lbs of

thrust using afterburner. Capable of operating from aircraft

carr'_ers, the E/A-13 has a ma.,ium design speed of M ach .7+.

The F/A-18 features a variable camber raid-wine, wlth eading

edge extensions mounted on each side of the fuselage from the

wing roots to just forward of th= windshield to improve high

angle of attacky. flight, and optimize lift during maneuvering

and cruise. Armament normally consists ot Sparrow and

Sidewinder missiles and a 20mm gun. In addition, external

fuel tanks, trsor pods, and/or a w de variety of ground

attack -issiles/bcmbs m'ay b , ca.-'ied. The F/A--18 is designed

to replace the -4 fig3hter, the A-- attack aircraft, and

augment -he F-i... fih -e- i- tleet air defense.

PRODUCT ION RAT ES

The first F.A-18 air craft was delivered tc the U.S. Navy

. in 1978 for full scale development testing. The aircraft is

now in production wit;. deliveries scheduled to reach 18 per

month by 1987. Eleven aircraft per month will be delivered to

the U.S. 'Navy and I'Aarine Cor-,s with the remainder going to

Canada, P.Astralia, and S.-ain. Figure 17 shows planned

deliveries through 194. Th ::e projections arc based on a

U.S. buy of 1,377 aircraft, a Canadian buy of 138, an

Australian buy- 75, and a 3cra;,ish buy of 84 for :I tn .l of

62 -
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1674 aircraft. McDonnell Douylas projects possible sales in

excess of 2,500 aircraft.

During 1983, McDonnell will be producinc F/A-18's at a

maximum rate of 10 per month. Tne company nas recently

expanded its Saint Louis faciltities to the extent that it

has the capacity to produce 13 F/A-18s per month. That rate

can be increased to 14.5 per month if final assembly is done

elsewhere. Figure 18 shows the total manufazturing area

requirements to support 1roduction of the F/A-18 as well as

the AV-8B and F-15 at the rates indicated, and the total

capacity either planned or in place. In addition to

exoarsior _n :he major and final assembly area, McDonnell

Douglas has recently develcoed an ext-nsive composite bonding

capability, which currently exceeds their production

requiremens. Tc support their manufactu:ing requirements,

McDonnell Doug;las has also, in con junction with their

subcontrac-ors, upgraded and modenized their machining

capability. The latest in Nunerical .Controlled 5 axis

gant-ies a:., other ztate-of-the-art equipment is widely used,

and exceeds current requi.rements.

?RODJCT '. FLOW

McDonnell Douglas can asse-le an 'A-l9 ii. '5 months,

provided the required forgings, raw materials, and major

subco.:-.inents, oarLicul . 1- the landing gear and engines,
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McAIR TOTAL MANUFACTURING AREA REQUIREMENTS

* COMPSITESTOTAL CAPACITYP I T I IE 1 1 / /-TOTAL REQUIREMENTS
ASSEMBLY ANDWAR EHOUSE'- _

~~3 TE N ASSEMBLY

COMPOSITES AND
DEPARTMENT SHEET METAL FAU
SQUARE FEET 1PT

MILLIONS -T '
2 [ FABRICATION

q-

AV-88 MAJOR 6.5/MO.
" 1 b FINAL 4.5/MO."-

, F/A-18A. MAJOR 14.5/MO SUPPORT
F 5NAL 3/MO."" "l I F.,5 ... 5/MO.

0 1 1 1 1 1 ,
1980 1981 1982 1983 1984_1 1985 .1986 1987 1988 1989

'Assurnes balance of final assembly is done elsewhere apt, ,,,,1

So.rce: McDonnell Aircraft Zompany

F F7GLR: 18
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arrive when needed. Starting from the point in time where

forgings must be ordered and funding made available to

*i subcontractors, the building of an F/A-18 is a 44 month

process. As shown in Figure 19, an aircraft ordered in

' February 1982, will be 9elivered in October 19S5. A great

deal of this time is associated with "who builds what".

McDonnell Douglas manufactures few of the major components,

and not all of the airframe. They dc assemble most of the

F/A-1S, but for many of the items, cDonnell ',ust order and

wait. Such items as landino ]ear an! servos may require lead

times as long as 22 to 27 months. The icad time required to

ob.ain major avionics such as the radar and FLIR are no

hetter, requiring a lead '_lme o. 27 to 29 months. The

General Eleutric F04 engine lca time is currently 26

months.

Machi.ing of Parts is another area where delays might be

ex'.ected. Howeve', >.cfonnell has an imrressive machining

capability, ar.d :Laz worKed closely with its subcontractors to

insure that they have the most modern equipment. In scme

cases, McDonnell his reduced lead time by doing mechining for

their s,)bcontzactcr-s. Fo: example, "cDonnell accepts

forjings frov. it- landing cear :anafactur,-, ioes the major

machininq, zl- :hen -eturns the finished product.s to the

3ubcontractor for assea-ly.

FDr the F A->2, th.2 major sa-c -.urine steps nerfcrmei
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C* 1 "e ouyIas are: machining and fabrication, maor

as I ,:by, fi. i assv&,' , S- *nd . decivory 'c.)onne..1 one as

the ca-,ability to machine titanium, steel, and aluminum,,

which it dos for the wings, horizontal staci:-es

forward/center fuselage. The aft fuselage and vertical ta-i

are manufactured by Northrop and shipped to Saint Louis by

rail. McDonnell does its own composite fabrication, 9% of

the structural weight of the aircraft being graphite/epoxy.

The wings, forward fuselage, and center fuselag e are built up

seperately at various assembly stations and ther 3oinid with

the aft fuselage in the ,iiajor assembly area. At this point,

-e landing gear and :anopy are attached, and 'he aircraft is

moved to another bu-ildi:.g where fina2 assembly and ground

checkouts are co-Ap'.eted. Finally, flight test and acceptance

by the government f1~hu representazive is accomplished and

th_• aircraft is delivered.

While machining is very capital intensive, particularly

whe- using the computerized, numericaI controlled machines,

the fabrication. oroduct-on of composite components, and

assembly is very abor intensive. Assembly stations are no

moiz than .onvenient work stands wnich ensure proper mating

of the various structures and c-.rioonents as they are being

PCC .IV AL r' " ""c, . _'....&_,:' ?A:?Zs
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3ased on the formal Industrial Preparedness P',-,z%.inj

done by ZNcDonnell Douglas to support its FY L J

submissions, the company has a modest a:.bity .

production. Using existing production facilities cinl-

equipment, McDonnell can reach a maximu7 projuction

capability of 17 F/A-18 aircraft per month by M+23 months ani

maintain a sustained rate of 17 per month after M+28 months.

Projected sales without surce or mobilization are scheduled

to reach 17.5 aircraft per month by 1982. Plant modernizati__

and expansion are programed tu sapport tnhis projected

growth.

The first additional air:raft in excess of planned

deliveries would be -vaila1:1.1 at M+9 months. chieving this

rate woul&, reqi.;.e using shifts, 6 days a week. This

projeztel ircrease in production is based cn the following

assumotion.:

- F-15 and AV-8D production would also be accelerdted.

- Government furnished avionics ec;:Lpment would be
available, us rea 'ired.

- Ma-or asse.nblies could be delive;:d to 'IcDonnell DoucSlas'
Tulsa facilities c- leased areas.

- FY S3 pri/eent is in effect at ,I-Day with approval of
34 aircraft for .-_ USY/US"C, 24 for Canada, ani 2 for
Australia, with ,(-liveries scneda.ed from :+25 through M+36.

- 8 -; ,1a:ning and long !-ad authorization is in effect
at ;-D= wilt -'approval for 9k- airzraft for the USN*,/USM', 25 for
Canada, ar f or ;Oain, -with deliveries sche uled fro. '-1+31
throug. 1+46.
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Priorities and allocations for critical materials and
suppliers' ca,acicy relative to current coiu7er-:: *'_a

orders are- previdoh h: tn.- L -vernrment t S'7 r.crt
accelerated deliveries past t1+36.

Using s i~ production facil1.ities, a /a-.. ,

long lead time items, and a 2 shift, 6 day week, McDonnel!

Douglas can deliver the first additional airzrafc at ::+P,

months. The maximum surge proc tion rate cf 17 F/'A- IE

aircraft per month is reached by M+16 (an acceleratiov. ir

production of 7 months), :.hen maintained after M+18 (an

acceleration of 1C :ontr s).

.. lthoign th F/A-1'. is &aurrently ir. production, if start

up ws: requiredJ from a .old ',ase -sing existing production

facilities and equipmen-., tire fiist aircraft would not be

available until [1+36, assuming production line too,.ing is set

up concurrent with mat:.rial procurement.

In addition to che formal Industrial P'reparedness

Planning done by McDonnelL Douglas, the company has also

conducted a series of studie s to determine the facilities

required to support F/A-18 production rates Deyond those

under surge or nobili.,ation conuitio.ns. They found that the

production rate could ',e increased to 18.5 per month, while

mai>tainng production of the AV-8B a- 4.5 per month and the

F-15 a pe month, if additional 7ajor and final asse.c _

areas ' :e available. Existi onposite bonding area

capac. e :.:zee>1s rea~iremerts. 7he Fi/ " S oar';2uct 
-: " Fe



could be increased to 20 aircraft. Per month if final assembly

of 1.5 aircraft per mqnth i &one elsewhere. Fiqre 23 shows

total manufacturing area capacity and requirements. In

addition to manufacturin area, McDonne 'L wou] ".

increase its own or its subcontractors' machining caoacitv.

Studies have also been completed for a scenario to

simultaneously increase production of the F/A-lS to 18.5 per

month and the F-15 t-o 12 per month while maintaining AV-SB

production at .5 per month. These studies indicate

sufficier.t area for ccmposite bonding, but require additional

expansion of assembly area and machining capacity.

As stated by McDon:.cl1 Douglas, "There i3 an inherent

caoabilitv to increas:. rhe rate of production .f any aircraft

prcducti-r. linre. The abio:ty to increase ",he rate of
"orcductio:. i ®',endent on cux:ent dot.very -.ate, quantity of

a-rcraft on order, the _apatili y ot supplIe:s to accelerate

production, and the availability of manpower." (4) Each cf

these items reoresents a potential bottleneck cr constraint

to increased o!oduction under a surc,e/ mobilization

scenario.

BOTTLENEC:zS N:) CC:'STRAINTS

SOf the factors tha' affect a com: an, , ability to

-ncrease its proluction rate, one having a maj.r i-,at: r..

current dt,-liverv -ae. *.s shown previoisly by Figure 3 on

- 71 -
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MCAIR TOTAL MANUFACTURING AREA REQUIREMENTS
HIGH RATE STUDY-ALTERNATE

ASSEMBLY -
AND TOTAL TOTAL

WAREHOUSE-, CAPACITYn REQUIREMENTS

4I
COMPOSITES- 

-

ASSEMBLY
COPSTSAD3

DEPARTMENT SHEET METAL FAB CMOIE
SQUARE FEET 

CMOIEMILLIONSW
2 FABRICATION

AV-88 MAJOR 6.5/MG

F/A.18A MAJOR 20/MO SUPPORT
FINAL 18.5/kO

F-15 5/MO

0 I I
1990 1 1981 11982 11983 1 1984 11935 11986 11987 1988 j1989

'Assumes balance of final assembly is done~ elsewhere "we

Source. NcDonnel1 Aircraft Company
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page 9, the higher the existing delivery rate, the greater

the additional quantity o' aL craft that can be den

a given period of time after M-Day. In this regard, the

F/A-18 is in an enviable position; its production rate is

scheduled to increase to 17.5 per month by 1988, and remain

at high levels into the 1990's. If planned production rates

are decreased, however, particularly before full capacity is

reached , this action will place a constraint on future surge

and/or mobilization of the F/A-18.

The quantitv uf aircraft on orde_ has an impact similar

to that Of the current delivery rate: :he greater the

,uantity of aircL'aft in the pipeline at M-Day, the faster the

available acceleration of :)roduction tdte and the greater the

quantity vhich can be delivered in given time after M-Day.

Aircraft on or2.er insures that icng lead items &re on order.

if a stable procurement nlan is in effect, backed by a

" multi-year contract, the capability for accelerated
production can be enhanced " procuring an additional one

year supply ot long lead items and maintaining a rolling

inventory. However, ti"e quantity of :/A-18 aircraft on order

continues to vary with increased Zost and budget

const "aints. PrDoosed retuc ioris in the number of aircraft

orjcured wili have an adverse fffec-- on M'cDonnell Douglas'

ability to olaoe lon7 lea -1 items on ord.=r iri sufficient

-uarntities to ensjre accent-bL lead times, an(' establish a
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stockpile of long lead items.

The capability of suppliers to accelerate producti:-, is

a major bottleneck in an attempted acceleration of .,rrft

production rates. The long lead times associated wit'

procuring ma3or equipment items under normal peacetime

production conditions represents a major portion of the time

between order and delivery of an aircraft. Table 6 shows the

lead times currently associated with major equipment items of

the F/A-18. In addition, ramerous avionics/weapon system

rable 6. -/A-18 F'iscal Year 1984
Maior Equipment Long Lead Items (5)

.IEM SUPPLIER MONTHS

FLIR FORD AEROSPACE 29
RADAR HUGHES AIRCPFT 27
LANDING GEAR CLEVELAND PNEUMATIC 27
JET E\'GINE GENERAL ELECTRIC 26

STA3ILATOR SERVO NATIONAL WATERLIFT 25
HEAD-UP DISPLAY KAISER 24I IULTIPURPOSE DISPLAY KAISER 24
GUN ACCESSORY SYSTEM GENERAL ELECTRIC 24
AILERON SERVO HYDRAULIC RESEARCI! 24
WINGFOLD MECH, DRI-VE GROUP AIRESEARCH 24
TRAILING EDGE FLIP SERVO BERTEA 23
RUDDER SEf, VO HYDRAULIC UNITS 22

SOURCE: MCAIR

comronents used in the F/-N-12 are common to other U.S. Nav,

tactica- aircraft, and these will be in high demand during
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any surcje or mobilization. Critical items include the 20mm

Gun System, the ECM System, the Digital Data Communications

Set, the Guided Missile Launcher, the Standard Airborne

Computer, and others. The ability to determine which

suppliers in the subtier are the critical ones, and then

"'

provide them with the incentives to improve the capability

remains the central challenge in surging or mobilizing

aircraft production. The F/A-18 is similar to the F-14,

F-15, or F-16 in this case.

The ren-aining i 1- r thatc may restrain increased

?roductrs of the F!A-13 i2 the vaabiit of manpower-

This does not appear to ie a proolein for McDonnell Duglas in

the St. Tnouis ara. chDonnell is nhe on major aircraft

V manufacturer r The area, pri:vades unin benefits to its

5irdustrialize labor force, has an effective training

pr oram, and pays hih a jes. _ ille n.anpowe r is lined up

outside the door l

CONCLU S ION

These vertical slice studies clearLy point out the

recurrence of similar protle-ms which create nearly identical

bottlenecks an,/ capacity constraints for each of these

aircraft. In Ith, next chapter probler areas will be examined

by using a horizontal slice .-ethod.
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CHAPTER IV

HORIZONTAL SLICE STUDY

OVERVIEW

As the preceeding chapters have shown, the ability to

surge the production rates for the aircrafl- under study is

severely constrained. The 1980 Defense Science Board

assessed it this way:

"In regard to 'surge' capability in military
aircraft programs, it is virtually non-existent.
Some short tirAe increase might be possible by
draining the component. pipelines, but no sustained
production increase should be achieved 2n less than
3 years. (27:13)

.4

Until 1977, the production base was sized on a
1 shift, 8 hour, 5 day basis. Facilities are now
sized for cost effective, peacetime production.

Another result cf the 'short war' philosophy
•.." (27:22)

In this chapter the major items or factors which limit

the surge c 'pability across the entire aerospace industry

will be liscussed. The -following list itemizes the various

articles which research revealed to have a constraining

effect on sur-e production:

,
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- Avionics
- Electronic W.;,rfare 5ystem 'omponents
- Inertial Navigation Systems
- Instrumentation
- Radar and Fire Control Systems
- Radios (Communication and tlavigation)

- Canopies and Windshields
- Electrical Power System Components
- Engines
- Environmental Control Systems
- Forgings and Castings
- Fuel Gaging Systems
- Fuel-Oil Heat Exchanger
- Fuel System Valves, Pumps, and Components
- Hydraulic System Valves, Pumps, and Components
- Landing Gear
- Machine Tools (Machined Parts)
- Personnel (Skilled Labor)

- Pneumatic (Air) Valves and System Components
- aw Materials (Strategic Materials, etc.)
- 2itaniium .;kin

- heels an,! Brakes
- 20mm Gun

Other important factors acting -c deter firms from supporting
defense bujsiness include:

- Volume of paperwork
- Cost accounting standards
- Continued delays in Congressional/DoD decision making.
- Limitations on profits
- Social program requirements
- Slow pay by the government

-Small orders
- Excessive speaif-cations (27:51)

An in-depth analysis of each of these items is beyond

j" the scope of th-s paper; however, some discussion will be

provided To expand upon, or to reemphasize the points

considered most important.

In taking a hori zontal slie thr:.ugh the aerospace

industry e: al:ost any level, one is struck by the fact that
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in many cases only one or two small companies are able or

willing to produce certain components, so they are the sole

suppliers for the entire industry. This situation is caused

by an economic fact of life: no company can afford to

maintain its production capacity at a level significantly

above that required by the sales which can be made.

Considering the effects of this economic factor in light of

the historically small numbers of fighter aircraft produced

in the United States, it is not surorising that the

production base for almost every item is coimposed of only a

few firmus having very little capability to surge their

1prcductio:.. TablE 7 oro.. e exumpl.e of cases where ihe

Table 7. Cases Where the i'-dustrial Base is Very Thin.
(2':48:49)

ITEM # OF SUPPLIERS

ALUMIHIUM PLATE 2
ALU'MINUM TUBING 2
TITANIU' . . SHEET 3
TITANIUM 'WING S11IN.1S 2
TITANIUM EXTRUSIONS 1
AEROSPACE FASTENERS 24
AIR FRAME HEARINGS -

SPECIAL BALL 1
NEEDLE BEARI'CS 2
MIL. SPEC. QUALIFIED

CO';NECTORS 3
A:.RCR-A7FT LA TDIN G GEAR3
RA:. DMES 2
I'IAGE CONVERT. TUBE 1
OPTICS COAT ING- 1
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industrial base is very thin.

Another striking factor . ut the industry is the large

number of components provided ,y the subcontractor base, and

the complex interrelationships which exist. There are

typically over 5,000 subcontractors for each prime

contractor. In turn, each major subcontractor may have a

similarly large number of suppliers. As Secretary of Defense

Weinberger has noted, "A detailed ... search for potential

bottlenecks is not a practical possibility, as the lower

tiers :f the defense oroductiorn process involves tens of

thousands of firm-s ... ' (33:69) it _-s, therefore, practically

impossible to model the system so that specific iimiting

-4 items can be identif-ed. Rather, a gcod ,.'ay to identify the

existing bottlenecks and capacity constraints is tc look at

the lead time required to obtain an item. Those items

requiring the longest lead time should the:. be examined to

deteLmine both the cause of the excessive lead time and the

solution to the problems causing it. This paper has taken

the first step of this process. We recommend that future

studies focus on specific items or groups of items.

One danger of using lead time as the sole indicator of

tr.e existence of bottlenec?:s or capacity constraints is the

possibility of overlzoking items which currently have short

, lead tiates, bt are bein g produced at a rate just slightly

- 9 -
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below capacity. These items will, of course, imirmediately

develop a long lead time if the quantity ordered is

increased. The only way to positively identify these items

is to make an item-by-item survey of the supplier base.

Because of the numbers of suppliers involved, however, this

approach is considered to be practical for only a limited

number of items. An alternative method exists in the Defense

Economic Impact Modeling System (DEIMS). This system examines

the major industrial suppliers to the Department of Defense

and forecasts the impact of defense expenditures on industry

output. By examining the output of DEIMS, one can determine

those sectors of the industry which are forecast to decline,

waintain status quo, r-r yrow. From -.his determination, one

can then assess the piobab~lit that a capacity constraint or

bottleneck would exist. A detailed description of DEIMS is

beyond the scope of this work: however, further data is

piovided in Appendix C. Next., selected long lead items and

materia.s critical t. aircraft oroduction will be discussed.

SELECTED E-AJTLEN'ECKS A ID CONSTRAINTS

Avionics

This topi,. includes the following items: electronic

warfare systen. comp,:nents, inertial navigation systems,

nstrumentatic.;n, radar and fire control systems, and

conmunIcation and navigation radios. The case of the liughes

- 80 -
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Radar might be considered typical in this area of the

aerospace industry. In 1980 Hughes

... spent $1.1 billion ... buying system

components and materials from some 8,400 firms ...
about 5% of them small businesses enploing les:
than 500 people.

Yet, these sources, for a variety of reasons,
are drying up. [Hughes Board Chairman, kAlen
Pucket said,] 'In 1971 we werit to multiple sources
with 65% of our procurement dollars. In 1980, that
figure had decreased to 40%.' . .. At the same time,
because of the decline in that production capacity
... the lead time to deliver an airborne radar
system has lengthened from 12-24 months to twice
that [in 1981]. (4:27)

Y cDu,.e Ii ,ouglas stated Lh at many oroducers of

electronic *omponents will simply not bid for contracts

involving government business. (15) One reason is the small

number of items normally ord-rez. An electronic uhip

producer who measures his normal production run of an item in

the thousands -.,av not wish co produce only several hundred

chips for a fighter's 'adar. Add to this small-numbers

problem the extensive paperwork, technical performance

specifications, and inspection requirements which are a part

of doing business with the government and one can see why

firms will avoid these zontracts. McDonnell's judgement

echoes the 19S3 Defense Sc-ience 3oards finuings:

The ,iilitary market repr':sents only 7 to 10%
of the total electronics market ... there is low
investment for military/ )roducts and some product
lines are being .roppe because of low production
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rates and poor return on invest-,,ent.

hThe military buys ar2 characterized by low
volume, specialized desiqsns (often very complex),
extensive and costly testing, and excessive
pa2erwork for bids and contracting. (27:11)

Another factor to be considered here is the productiUr.

of specialized vze:.s such es electronic warfare systr>:s

military cormmunication and navigation radios. Only a very

few companies are on contract to build these specialize '

items, and it is li'Kely that they have all scaled their

production capacity to the peacetime order rate, because, a-;

mentioned previously, it is e-onomically infeasible for a

company to maintain a large idle production capacity over the

lonc term.

Three of the :-iircraft in th .s study are powered by Pratt

and Whitney engines. The F-15 and F-16 Dotb use the FIO

engine, while tne F-14 uses the TF30. A factor to be

seriousi.. considered, therefore, is that the combined demand

for engines and engine parts to supply both aircraft

production and the operational forces may exceed the engine

manufacturers' capability. In a 1975 study of the 'lO0 and

TF30 engines, Pratt and Whitney st ated "requirements for

encjin:?s ana spare, par-is coild be met " provided approximately

$17 -..illion (1975 dollars) were spent orn prestocking rav,

materials an ) 'arts. (26: Since no prestockin:i funds

K'
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have been allocated, the I'ratt and VWhitney capabi.:

probably limited. A ,nore recent study shewed that :-

capacity for the F100 engine is approximately 50 per moron.

(30:4-1-13) Assuming all 50 engines go to pr:-_,

aircraft, for example, this rate could supply i0 F-15s and 30

F-16s per month, which is less than the s.re capa-

each of these prime contractors. It will therefore be

necessary to overcome engine capacity constraints if

prime aircraft contractors are to surge to full capacity.

In another 1975 surge caoability study, General

Electric, producer of the F.A-18's F404 engine, concluded:

- If no advanced planning and action is implemented prior
to M-Day, only a smal-i part of the required engines can be
delivered at the stipulated tin.e. This shortage is due to a
combi.nation of lead time nd capacity.

Te co:---ination of SAF Industrial Preparedness
requirements for spare pa and engines does result in a
capacity problem in both vendo. capability and in-house
manufacturing capebility. The shortages are due to manufactw ri-
equipment and tooling, but not br5.ck and mortar. (11:41)

Castings

Another seri.us capacity' corstra...t exists in the

foundry industry. A 1975 study showed that between 1960 and

1974 over 350 foundries closed, while on-' 56 new foundries

ozene. (2'-:L9) T: e 1980 Deferse Science Board report.

• . st-,ted:

.cains are anr wij1 remain a ser.4ous
;D rob e... rn the past iecaie over 400 foundries
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Save gone out of )usiness, )rimarily b
and OSLi; reciuirements. The demand for foundry
products continues so the queues onc r.
(27:15)

Forgings

n 1980, General Slay testified before Congress,

"Currently, there are only three remaining .. s-iiur. -

large forgings -- the kind we need for aircraft landing gear

and components...." (29:111-16) These three suppliers Li.

still the only sources of these forgings today:

_.f.. .TCc r Care Fc.rgings ,29: !1I-16;

* Source :anabi i Typical Aircraft Parts

.Syman <ordon 2 Presses Eulkheads, Main Wing Ribs,
Landing Gear Cylinders, etc.

Alcoa 2 Presses 3ulkheads, Wing Spars, etc.

Ladi sh 1 H anmer Engine Compressor Discs, etc.

Machine Tools

As one increases the rate of proauction, mor- and more

bottlenecks and capacity constraints :c-.e into play. Fo'

exa,-.ple, eve. though the cirrent level of rokuction for all

four aircraft -this st -1,; be1ow even the or:.."

- ... .- .
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capacity, somne machine tools are operating near full capacity

because it is grossly uneconomicaL to allow such assets

stand idle. Therefore, if the production rate is increased,

machine tool capacity must be brought on linc or

subcontractors found to accomplish the additional work. The

1980 Defense Science Board stated the the machine to.

industry is corposed of "a large number of small comanies,

characterized as follows:

"of 1,300 firms in the U.S. that make machine
tools, there are only iC firms that employ more
than 1,000 people, and ... only two with 2,500 or
more emplyees ... Most of these companies have no
interest in defense business and often will
actually avoid it. They feel incapable of handling
the red tape an! the 2ontractin,-) paperwork.

The industry has three ma3or pronlems -- the
growing shortace of skilled craftsmen, the
difficulty of obtaining investment caoital, and
.:orein ccmpetition. (27:16)

Recognizing these facts, primc contr.ctors analyze their

capabilities versus actual and potential sales. One

analysis, provided by the McDonnell Douglas Company, is shown

in Figure 21. The chart shows the equivalent number of 3

spindle, 5 axis numerically controlled machines required to

support the simultaneous oroduction cf the F-15, 7/A-18, and

AV-SB at rates of 12,20, and 6.5 per month. Note that the

in-house capacity (labeled "MDC Capcity ' is less than half

the requirement- the :-ernainder of the wor;( must be oerformed
4

by Dther suppLiers. Table 9 shows a .cDonnell anal-ysis of

their supoilers 5 ax:5_ nuner.ically controlled machjninA

........................

................. .-
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capability which was expected to be available by the end of

-. 1982. Although the total of 67 machines comoares favo')>'.

with the subcontractor capacity required through 1983 in

Figure 21, McDonnell officials pointed out that these

subcontractors also sup2iy many other companies with machined

parts, so it is not reasonable to expect this entire capaci.ty

to be devoted to the satisfaction of McDonnell Douglas'

needs.

Table 9. McAir Suoliers -
" Axi: N' Machiiing Capab.lity (5)

EQUIVALENT 3 SPINDLE
"______ ____ _5 AXIS MACHINES

ACROMIL 4
CANADAIR 4
ELLANEF 18
MONITOR 3OXART 7
QUEBEC MACHiINE CLNTER 4
OTHERS 8

SUB-TOTAL 45

NORTHROP 22

Labor

S. me :.nsiGnt in-o the status of the labor supply for the

*.-chin .nd frorgin' -ndustrs is provided by General Slay:

. - s'pecial survey ade by the National Tnolinn

S7 -
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and Machining Association (..,-,A) indicites znal th
tool industry should hire 60,000 skilled! -ourneymen
now, and will need nearly a quarter of a million
skilled journeymen total by 1985. ... A survey by
the Forging industry Association shows that current.
shortages run as high as 20 percent of need with
projections to 1990 showing that shortages run as
high as 42 percent of need ...

The impact of these skills shortages is highly
significant. -he Ameriran Too1in, and I.achininr,
industry can't meet domestic demand in a prompt and
timely manner ...

Not only does this skills shortage adversely
affect the general industrial market, but it has
even more impact on America's defense oroduction

* capability. The NTMA study mentioned earlier also
found that over 2,000 more journeymen machinists
are needed now by the sector of our industry which
does primarily defense type worK. They are not
available. Many tooling and machining firms
complain of being forced to turn dow.. defense
related work ,,:ile machines sit idle because of the

Although rne 1900 efense 3cience Board report also

highlighted this 2abor shortage, -he writers are surprised by

the -ontontion tha, a labor shortage ip a majDr factor in the

tooling and :machining industry, and that machines are sitting

idle for lack of workers. Conslderin:g the World War II

experience, It -eems likely thar labor problems could be

overcome shcu2d a national emergency .gain require such at,

effort. One should bear in mind that

In 1939 . . . th& entire aircraft industry
employea only 63,000 workers. ... Aircraft and
Parts ... provided jobs for only one out of every
167 ,;orkers in manufacturing. Fouz years later ...
there were 21. times as many workers in the
industry ... Nearly one out of every 13 workers
in the nanutacturng 7abor force was employe, an
this sector. (3:2)

-88-



The !chord panel renorted, however, "Unlike World War 1-

when under full mobilization, thousan/s-ion-thousands of

people ... poured into our defense factories, the current

economic environment and weapons system sophistication will

not support any quick fix or emergency manpower reallocation

to satisfy surge requirements." (31 :15) ;onetheless, t

would seem that with today's ten percent unemploynment rate

and generally recessionary economy, firms would be eager to

I find talented trainees to employ rather than allow expensive

machinery to sit idle. One rscently published book comments:

A sad .,ommentary on the current Clabor]
siLuation is that while jobs go begging for a lack
: . ex,- iencc-d. blue-c.Alar, : killed workers,

, .nemployt..ont rat -,s arnonr oouth anI minorities In
the areas closest to existing plants are abnormally
high. In few industries is "structural"
.inemployvent ... a oersistent mismatch betwieen job
vacancies and unemployed workers -- so evident.

Neither the public schools nor the vocational
education systems seem to have adequately prepared
the unemployed for skilled work in the industry.
For whatever reasons, fi.rms were extremely tardy in
bringinc the problem to national attention.
,.3:179)

.

It appears that the nrime contractors are not seriously

constrained by a lack of labor. The employment history of

the aerosoace " iniustry seems to confirm the ability to

quickly take on employees. Figure 9 on oage 26 shows that

severa times since .orlV War II McDonnel L has been able to

ir.crease employment -n a matter of months. Similar labor

statiszics are avai able 4eo. other major prime contractors.

Therefore, or a n7,acro scale --t least, labor appears not to be

- 89 -



a problem for pri.ie contractors, although shortages in some

skills may create short-term bottlenecks.

Time does not permit further discussion of this topic

here; therefore, an indepth study is recon-u-..ended to provide a

complete understancincj of the facts and the factors involve&

in the aerospace labor market. If, in fact, jobs are

available for "trainel workers, this problem could be easily

solved by a government program to provide training to

currently une i.ployed workers.

Raw -aterials

There are numerour oroblui-Ls in insuring an aaequate

supply --.f strategic materials. As the Ichord study

concluded, "the U.S. is becoming increasingly dependent on

foreign sources for critical raw materials." (31:1) The 1980

Defense Ecience B5ard report stated that v¢hile "Basic steel

and aluminum are in reasonably good supply," specialty metals

are a different matter:

"The major basic material shortage is titanium
sponge. ... During the period 1977 to 1979, the
number of titanium fabricators dropped from 16 to
4, primarily because of the sponge shortage. U.S.
producers are expanding capacity ... production of
sponge was 2C,000 ,ons in 1979 and is expected to
reach 30,000 tons by 1985." (27:14,15)

In the interest of brevity, we will not delve further into

this subje:t, but if the reader is interestel in further

for.iati -,., two excel ent references are: _r. Jac-qes S.

-90
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Gansler's book, The Defense Industry, and the 1980 !chord

report to the 1-ouse Conmittee on Armed Services, "The Ailing

Defense Industrial 3ase: Unready for Crisis."

CORRECTIVE 'MEASURES ARE BEING TAKEN', 3UT ...

As the previous pages of this report have shown, the

capacity of the United States to produce large numbers of

fighter aircraft on short notice is nonexistent. Even a

small short termn increase in production will be followed by a

corresponding lono term decrease until the supply pipeline

can catch un wit. -he increased demand for parts. Given the

-ealit'.es of the -defense budget, there is no hope of bringing

the "n-.ustry ti: a state of readir.esR such that a rimultaneous

surge is -os'-:ie for all the aircraft considered in this

report. There i. some bcoe -or improvement in the surge

capability, however, as a result *f recent policy decisions

within the Department of Defense. As stated in Secretary

Wei.berqer's A."nual Report tn Concess for FY 1984, we have

-,ade signifi,:ar;t strides through:

- ncreasez funding levels for industrial preparedness
programs.

- increases in appropriations for the Manufacturing
Technolocy Program.

-- m'-)rcve;:ents i:. the .anage:ient of industrial property.

- Sector analyses to revie,. erosion of the industrial base.

- f f a 2r re- to encourae productivity improvements.

- c r '



- Develor ent of the Defense Econom.ic impact ,odeling
System. (33:115)

In addition, multiyear contracts for major weapon systems

will add stability to those programs to which it is applied,

resulting in firms being able to make longer range plans for

investment, ar., thereby, creating a better surge

capability. Also, the Industrial Preparedness Program should

continue efforts to buy an additional year of long lead items

for critical systems, and maintain that level as a rolling

inventory until needed for surge, or until the final

production run. As discussec in Chapters II and III, having

these additional 1ong lead items on hand would greatly

ic:ease 3urge ouc;CL.

Another ncoura.i:c effort is the fozus on improving

manufactiring teuhnoloq-. All Df the aircraft examined in

this st,:-y are practiceilly hand built; many steps of the

process are very "abor intensive and time consuming. As

General Slay co7cmented,

'By appyin~i comruter technology to
manufacturing processes, we expect to be able to
reduce sL jnificantly the -Low time of a
manufactured part. Our studies have shown that for
machining, actual cutting time is only about 25
percent of the total ti me a part is on the
machine. 3v. automating the non-cutting cperations
such as parts anl tool handling and numerical
control tape verification, we can reduce the total
anount Df time it ta.kes to process a part. Thus
the lead ti:n e can be reduced." (29:VII-8)

Aithough no imme .iate brEakthrough see:.'s li'ely in this area,
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even small strides will pay big dividends through reductions

in the time and labor required to fabricate an aircraft.

As this study demonstrates, anyone contemplating a surge

in production of a particular aircraft would be well served

to maintain a broad view cf the aerospace industry as the

surge is being planned. For example, before using a

subcontractor's estimate of his maximum capacity to produce

an item, one should also determine what other demands there

will be for the item, ani temper his judgement of its

availability accordingly. One -:xcellent study in this regard

is the joint Air Force Syst-ms Command and Air Force

Logistics Command study titled "USAF Production Base Analysis

for FY 837' This SECRET stad was only in draft when we

reviewed it, but we strongly "ecommend it to those with the

arpropriate security :Jlearance and the need to know. HQ

AFSC/PMOP is the point of :zontact. Such analyses should

contribute toward overcoming the deficiencies of the existing

DD-1519 syster..

Another excellent effort is the cooperative planning

svste.- oeing established for some programs. The system is

illustrated in -igure 22, and is described as follows:

This is a simplified diagram of supply and
deiaand interaction for a single EU.S. Air Forcei
weaoon system. initial production and FMS orders
are traditionally placed with the 2rine system
contractor by the system program office.
Follow-on orders for both USAF and FMS su-)zort are
traditionally placed by the Air Logistics Center

03
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System and Support Acquisition:
The Need for Cooperative Planning (22)
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and ray be oplaced with either the dirc.. source o'
sunpply or through the prime system contractor. The
prie system contractor ... has the best visibility
on sub-tier capacity. Cooperative Dlanning is a
key process to link demands for both initial

. . production and support acquisition. lit] is a
process that exchanges demand forecasts and

" capacities ... among the SPO, the prime contractor,
and the Air Logistics Center. (22)

:lost pri~.e contractors attenpt to avoid production

difficulties by studying the supply and demand situation "r

items critical to their production line. For exam

General Dynamics performs the following actions with

subcontractors:

- !n-Depth forecasting ty commodity.

Ten year procuremient - ian.

- 3ubcontraclor surveys, workshops, cooperative pianning
session., and rate capability studies.

- >anagenent controls im :lemented with supolLers.

- Risk and buffer stock r rocurcx.ent.

- Surveillance of GFE supplier= to identify short lead
time programs.

- Advanced p;anning for spares and support equipment. (22)

Accordirq to General Dynamics:

The first and the last [of the above] items
require close, cooperative exchange to be truely
effective. ... a prime system contractor ... can
develop a ten year plan and commodity forecasts.
However, Lin these] the emphasis is upon production
installation requirements when (sic) we have the
highest visibility. The greatest need for advanced

olannin, and customer cooperation is for support
requir eents [which are' lead time away ... For
example, specific plans can be developed for a
critic a commodity such as the landinq gear.

- 95 -
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Actions can be n r ; t ln l
activities . .. to rerluce response ti;7, and avoid
capacity constraii-.cs . . .(22)

The results of a coonerative plarnning effort are illustrated

in Figure 23. As shown, the prime contractor has forecast the

*capacity of: the v~rsyste:111 t o orodu ce various crltlcal

-;e-. lie has also forecast the deman..d for these Lte-,-s based

on the production line and initial spares activity. The last

column on the chart must be provided by government logistics

* :support olanners. This c:ooperative planning system offers

great promise as a means to identif\, and eliminate capacity

constraintE.

As .nuJbe cera hspit there aopears :.o 'fe no

sin,;e .)verr-J-1in : boLt-len~eck or capacity cunstraint. Rather,

thr xst L myriad of challenges presen~te ON, the t ruliy

monum-,ent* a ta Zk of -, srdc...ng mod;,ern fi-ohter a -rcraft. On

both th,: DcD and the contractor staffs the key people are,

.*N first, aware of the problems pointed out ;.n this paper, and,

second, worlking to solve those which, can be solved with

---tno:sources. Ihere is a widely held belief that the

*relatively -Dessist I-:-ate of surge production

* capability can lbe greatly exceedad if the government declares

- *a-;~-er evi,'an;, .elete. ,-,any o,- the ad:ministrative "business

-as usial" r,_ules atc.d rroceclres w'.ic'n are used,3 for day-to-d-ay

or'--.uuc Tio n T,-) E egree to ,.ihic'- response tl.;e coul b,3 e

:ccan] 'Drcudiction caeacity i~cre se sy sh eoe.rcer-c

-;e a,. a e-C
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Capacity Planning (22)

INSTALLATION AND GOVERNMENT

MONTHLY INITIAL SPARES OIRECT

VENDOR RATE ANTICIPATED SPARES &
SYSTEM CAPACITY MAX RATE REPAIRS

ISA 35 25
LANDING GEAN 30 25
Ess 35 25
LEFO 42 25
EPU 35 ?5
FLT CONThOL COMPLTER 54 25
INS 21 25
HUG 45 ?5
"sP'EO BRF1KE ACTUATCA 35 35
FCC 35 5
RADAR 25 25
L6 DOOR ACTUATOR 25 25
A CANOPY ACTUATOR /120 Z1
1 CANOPY ACTUATOR 12112 S
PUMP 120 25
PUMPS 100 25
VALVE 40 25
LIGHTS 50 25
ECS VALVE 30 '15
LEF VALVE 45 25
HYO RESERVOIR 30 25
POWER SUPPLY CIO 35 25
VALVE. TAIL HOOK 25 2'5
VALVE 100 Z.
HUD PUMP 40 25
IIT TANK VENT VALVE 35 25
CAUTION PANELS 30/50 25
CARD ASSEMBLY CIO 40 25
PTO SHAfT ,35 25
MISSILE LAUNCHER 110 25
NYO VALVES 30 25

FICURE 23
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actic-rs Ias .,zt "e ' nt fIled, however.

Dr. ".11 .1a err-y, nder Secretary of Defensc :c:

Research and 'Engineering, said in 1980, "If we wanted to

double the production rate of F-16's, in three months or six:

months, there is no way we can do it. i define that as a

surge capability, and we don't have it." (31:12) To obtain a

surge capability on the scale envisioned by Dr. Perry would

undoubtedly recquire massive increases in federal defense

spending. To the extent that such spending increases are

unlikely, then hav.::gj a surge capability, by Dr. Perry's

definition, is unlikely. However, bas ed on the evidence

presented in tLzis paper, it appears that significant benefits

can be .btained from more modest expenditures. By selecting

ony_ a few a:rcraft to attempt to surge, and then buying an

additional year :f long lead items for these aircraft, short

term surge carnabil ity would be greatly improved for a

relatively small price. Even so, unfortunately, there is no

magic key which can positively identify all the bottlenecks

and constraints, and certainly none which will solve them

all.

-.9S-



CIIAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATbONS

CONCL:-'S.(DNS

There are mnany bottlenecks and capacity constraint

affecting our ability to surge the production of F-14, F-15,

F-16, and F,'A-l8 aircraft. From the time a surge is ordered,

a nominal six months would elapse before the first additional

aircraft rolled off the Prcduction line, and it would be

approximately 3 yearS bafore sustained production rates

increased sicjnifi. antly. Two ,ia o- factors creating this

time delay are:

-Th, time reqjuired to fabricati: and d:eliver an airplane is
p -roximnately one year.

- Te reorder lead t-ime for many aircraft parts
exceeds t-ac, years.

.4"

su r herere -ctize iany octe thes and quastities may be
..

agffecintl improvedity thure govne n pr ducirect of "business5

not6 an isua-l" approcraft From the degre to which isu rerd

daainh would ee eose te unknown Compainl

theresutsrle of. the97F- production surge and th courr e

time rea estmaesma

di Th time- indicte th abiate au-nd bele n ipae

;'" Theose rvaie.'-ce epnetmsadqatte my b

, s rge reicions lea,'cartes cantbcucatnt estimates follows

,99



-Avionics
-- Avtonc ,Warfare System Corn2onents

- Inertial N.avigation Systems
- Instrumentation
- Radar and Fire Control Systems
- Radios (Communication and Navigation)

- Canopies and Windshields

- zlectricai Power Syste.i Componients
- Engines
- Environmental Control Systems

- Forgings and Castings

- Fuel Gaging Systems

- Fuel-Oil Heat Exchanger
- Fuel System Valves, Pumps, and Components
- kbdraulic System Valves, Pumps, and Components
- Landing Gear
- Machine Tools (Machined Parts)
- Pneumatic (Air) Valves and System Component
- Titanium Skin
- Wheels and Brakes
- 20min Gun

The -ritica; narts listed aLive tre in short supply

because the 4emand for them is extremelv low due to the low

level of ai-:crft procurement. it is an economic fact of

life that compc.nies cannot afford to maintain idle productive

capacity, sc. the production base is bcund to size itself to

the existing level of production. One way around this

problem is for the government to pay for keeping some excess

productive capacity available, but current resources limit

the use of this option. Realizing this fact, both the

contractors an4 the Department of Defense are making a

concerted effort to eep bcth production efficiency and surge

production _aability at the best level possible within

existinr, res,:.rc2s.
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In add (2 1tn to the crItical oarts :7entioned above,

shortages of skille,] labor may create bottlenecks and

capacity constraints. There is a need to examine the

aerospace indastry labor market to determine why spilled

labor is i' short suply despite the current high

unemployment rate.

Current studies of the raw materials situation seem to

adequately define this problem area. However, efforts to

obtain funding to correct or alleviate even the most critical

of these shortages have not been successful. Therefore,

numerous critical raw materials are Kikely to be in short

sup,-) duri ,,j a uroducti u su:-e, thereby ;reating

bottlene cks.

RECOMM MN D.-T I ONS

- The industrial Prepdredness Program efforts to obtain

funding for an additional year of long lead items should be

strongly supporte.i because it can significantly increase the

surge capability,

-. - Efforts should be made to place these aircraft, and

other aircraft for which a producticn surge is contemplatea,

on m-_itlyear contracts.

- Aircraft pfocurement :nroqrams should be funded at a

..vel th3t will aLlow production near the most economically

%7- 10 -



efficierit rate for a one-shift, 4O-hour week work force.

- :lanufacturing technology improvem.ents should be

applied as rapidly as possible.

- An indepth study of the F-4 sur e production

experience should be made to preserve the lessons learned.

- The aerospace labor market should be studied, and, if

necessary, a program to train workers in critical skills

, should be established within the Industrial Preparedness

Program or in conjunction with other federal "jobs

programs. I

- urther horizontal slice studies should be made of

various subcontractor sectors to determine the approximate

total 2,aoacity zo -roduce the critical items identified in

this paper. These findings should, then be compared to the
total -rime c -ntractor surge demand, thereby determining

where the potential demand exceeds the potential supply. A

balanced corrective program should then be prepared and

presented to Congress ffor funding.

qOn
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" TIl F-4 Pi-MTON ! !I SURGE EXPERIENCE

These tables p rovide further inf:rmation Dn the F-4

production surge discussed in Chapter 111.
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APPENDIX B

SELEC-ED VE'DORS OF LONG LEAD TI:E IES

The following tables provide an aIphabe- ica! l~trr,2 or

some of the firms which manufacture long lead items for the

four aircraft in this study. The list is not complete, as

time did not permit an exhaustive pursuit of all the data

needed; however, the list does provide a feel for the extent

to which critical items are available from only a few

sources.
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:T:M " .. --- 1 F' ].>f F"A-28

ABEX Corp Eiec Gen X X
* Oxnaral, Ca Hyd Pump X

Airesearzh Mfg Cabin Press Req Valve X X X

Torrance, Ca Cabin Safety Valve X X

Alcoa Alum & Titanium X X
SCleveland, Oh Forgings

_endix Wheel & Brake Assy X X
S. Bend, in

:anada- "- LTD 4,1achined Parts X

Montreal, Que

Clark-Aiken Co Machined Parts X
Arlincton, Tx

'7 la rk &,;Tie e L e r Xachining X
7ierritos, Ca

Cleveland Pnuem Main&Nose Lndg Gear X X
Cleveland, Oh Machined Parts X

Cont Forge Co Forgings X

,uke Mfc Machined Parts X
Tulsa, Ok

Eldec Corn Transformer Rect X X
Lynnwood, ;'a

Elanef MIfg Corp Machined Parts X X
Corona, NY

3-Z



... 3 m --N:T X14 7-5 ,-16 F/A-13

Garrett Jet Fuel Starter X
?hoe-.ix, Az

Engine x
West Lynn, Ma F404

GE 20mm Gun X X X X
BurLi:ngton, Vt

Goodyear Gear Wheels&Brakes X X
Akron, Oh

Honeywell Inc Antenna&Avionics X X X
St Louis Park, Mn

Hughes Aircraft Radar X X X

Culver City, Ca Wpns Cont Sys

Hydro-Mill Machined Parts X
Chatswoth, Ca

-.C. >rter Fuel Valve.s & Couplngs X K
Costa Mesa, Ca

Nelsey Hayes Cc Hyd & Pneu Valves X X X
Lake Orion, Mi

Ladish Co Steel Forgings X X
Cudahv, Wi

Ladish Pacif i c  Titanium Forgings x
Los Anceles, Ca

Litton inert Nat; Sys X X X
Woodland iills, Ca

Martin M'arietta Forginzs
Torrance, Ca

A 4iland-Ross Corn Eyd Vaives x K
?Plymouz.h, Ct

3-3
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CDXPA :Y 4- F-15 F-'6 F/A-:3-

>j 7 and-Ross C Dr-- LEC S Co-moone nts X
Coubus, 'h

M~urdiock >ach&Enq Machinedi Parts x
:rvinc, -x

N\at-lo 'W'aerlIf :,yd Actiators X X x

Parker-iiar'nifin Fuel, Air, 1yJI Valves x x x x
Irvine, Tx & Sys Components

Pneudiraulics Inc Valvw2s x x
*Iontc-lair, Ca

Pratt &wiey Engines x A
East Hart~ord, Ct TF30 Fl00 FQOO

?rec.'sion 1MaCr. nc Machiningz X
Wel'_nrgton, Ks

>il e S, Stil:Leners

?ckweII', Collins TACAN, VOR/S X X x X
Ced~ar Rao_ as, I;-

SC:7 Sys :nc commxunicat ions Ec'.iio: X X x

1-7unts-/i'le, Al.

Sargent Ind Sear,.ngs x x
Bur'ban<, Ca

z:~r.sPrecision Fue. -ty Gaging Sys x X
Vercennes, Vt

Sperry Avionics X X X
?hoer-x, Az

~instrn.~~or Ai&?~e2.Valves,P'umps X XX

~we~:~~nc 2noDv, xidsil X x X
~a e r. Srove, _



.'-AY -F-14 F-15 F-16 7/A- I'

Textron Tnc Hyd Sys Parts X X X
Valencia, Ca

litanium Met Coro Titanium Skin X X X
Toronto, Oh

Tool Craft Mlach Machining X
St Charles, M-.o

" Triangle Mach Machined Parts X X
"Hurst, Tx

TRW inc Fuel Boost Pump X
Cleveland, Oh

United A/C Prod Fuel/Oil Heat Exch X X X
Dayton, Oh

Universal Prod Machined Parts X
Arlington, Tx

.1hittaker Cont Fuel,Aa.r, Hyd Valves X X X
N Hollywood, Ca

Wilson Spec Mfg Machining X
Fort Worth, Tx

yman Gordon Co Forgings X X X
Worchester, Ma
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AV PE,,DX C

.TlE DFE'SE ECONOMIC I'IPACT ,DELING SYSTEM

This appendix contains an explanation of the Defense

Economic Impact Modeling System. The explanation comes from a

draft paper prepared by Dr. David Blond, and has been edited

for the purposes of this paper. Also included in this

appendix are extracts taken from the output of the modeling

system. These extracts have been marked to indicate the

areas of interest for this study.
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.ASS , -- Y

STT?' 7 ,E c '%Y. Tre efese ccromic Impact 'oCelin S!ste.C .*rESS',>

A Shor: 4istory of the Project

The De:ense Economic Impact Mdeling System :L7:',!S s a c-re:, cj crowt
• ", of.an ar /S%

rof ana"iss performed b,' tne Office zf the Assistant Secretary of Defense,
Program Analysis and Evaluation, on the effects of higher levels of

N-I' defense expenditures on the United States economy. Previous e-orts to
measure these effects have relied upon large scale macroeconomic models.
it oecamne clear from these experiments that these models, while adequate
for icentifying large macroeconomic impacts, do -ot provide sufficient
industr/ OEtail to permit an examination of interindustry flows so

potentia, industrial )ott~ereck areas can be identified. Moreover, the
lack of an up-to-date share matrix with which to distribute projected
levels of defense outlays meant that effects on key supplying industries
highlignteo in these models , might not be valid since the spending by
industry reflected the defense final demand pattern apparent in 1967,

*lot in 1980.

Serparat<.. of these simulatis, an analsis was

conducted or tne availablity of primary heat treated aluminum plate for
non-a-rcra , oefense programs. Snortages had led to a lengthened "ead-
time 4n s.ooy of these types oc materials and prices had increased
dramatica;'y. :t became clear that with the limits on industrial capaclti
and ass.,-'ng larger tran usual increases in final demand, further bottlenecks

ar rcreasing pressure on prices oT intermediate gooos and labor, could
oe expected. To avoid production bottlenecks in the private sector and

to limit excessive price increases caused by shortages of industrial

capacity, additional facilities would have to be built by industry. The

alurninum industry was, however, reluctant to commit additional investment

funds to new facilities without Department of Defense assurance that

there would be a continuing defense need for the output of these modernized

and enlarge. facilities. When this question was under discussion, no

valid metrodology was available for readily translating the Department's

demanGs, arrayed by budget categories, into DoD requirements for aluminum

c for any other industrial raw material. Today such a methodology

exists and this type of information can be made available to industry,

as well as uised for inhouse analysis.

* Tnis araft, ated Decemter 4, w9., was Drenarr by 7-. David Slono, Senior _ccrorist

o:' :.- 6n 2' is and Evaluaton)
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The Five Year -'ese 0' :D: Is Z .<-r g Pir -

7The .anf s orce or - r r a t t r e ?5e;ar et c eferse

plans to saert i'r - fz~r te F e Year lefense P' ,tte FYDP;.

The distri2u1c;: f :nil coc.-ent is limited to a relat!ie'y small group
of oo of:ces. Even i tne F0 were released to contractors, it would
not provide the type of economic information that industry reeds to plan

future procuctive cazacity. The format for the FYI? ti of some

value to incustry is the trars'ation of the five year pla- from TOA

(total obligation aut.oritv, planning type information) to defense

outlays by year (rational income accounts type data). Te outlays

version of the current five year plan (including outlays associated with

past autnorizations) is the onl'y acceptable document for use in conducting

an aralysis of tne possible demand induced effects of a particular

defense program.

Even this socument wnicm. contams considerable program setail, would be

of limitec use to industry planners. A methodology is needed to translate

outlays by aopropriation categories into final demand by commodity. A

nefense industrial share matrix has been developed to allcw this translation

to be maoe. The rows of this matrix represent the individual industries

producing tre 'etailed nommodities whose cnmbined outo.ut equals US gross

nat-,na, pro:,cz. The r-lurns in the matri. are te i primary hudget

cattc~ries ,tU'L Co'7,n M ,rs to .;ty;. This matrix wor.situtes an
aoroyiatio of expenditires by commocity snowing the pattern apparent

in 79. w:n some infor-aticr ga-merec from the 7V2p baCK-up and related

to future programs. For exa-:7 e, tne distribution of spending by types

of orocuremer, 'Air orce aircraft, %avv ships) was calculated based on

TOA !or toe fuli -r.gra- an rot tne TA expected only Tcr te tudget

year -- :-is it -e~resents sc-e ':ure pattern of spending. not simply

the pattern for toe bucget year.

When tre defense output to commodity matrix is used in conjunction with

:rojected outlays by appropriatior categories (constant 3olar weights),

the result is a single defense final demand vector preserting the expected

expenditures in eacr industrial -cmmodity category for a single year.

This is translated into a share vector by dividing each row by the total

outlays for that year.

By a pying projected yearly outlays 'in constant Ss! to the cefense

output to commodity sector, an estmate of the appropriate pattern

representing sefense final ce7;rcs by industrial coiovity for any

future year may ;e develom. -he weic nts crange over t;me so industry
snares also carge. 7is s-are vector- s the sta-tirg o'rt for our

analysis D the iter-Iroustry pattern of DoD programs. :t is only the

beginring step 'a cur trar:aticr Y classified. ir-4cuss planning

informaticn, into -ore ~se'. economicay.-oriertec OutaSts by commodity

that is to oe -ace a.alatle o th Aerican tusiness co~munity in the
""L near futre.
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aa that re 'r; frcr ncn-cO rrases. 7 :er'e.. r, rara'
z -e r't r . .. ers c, ;occs ano servces_,a re:oreserts 'irect s r t:,s 'r - :

a-fc -'2nL- e : V- --= -D\ -5 S :-- -"a"--r-r.. .. a S S ,
a&crvc~~ e-~'eeac' ese c~ oa s. 2 es S

orcer effects, 4.e., sa s 7' lr "3- e r e 7'an at rers tc aircraft
assemers o. cr, e r-Is-V Ctu -eas e- t e f2. oass througn

effects reslt'ing from )o gina Cean p.rc nases.

" 1c i i 2nput-Gutput tae so" a

cuin jec~Pr;' S-- 3. C c te can trace S3ame 7 c(uSln.g rt,:.t orsr . s e _ ,eP i- a ,ea ass oc Ia, ae.

witn a S" 7iIIior, i rec: :oD ourcnase o. aircract. Tracing through we
see tnat tc rocze the airzruft, tne aircraft industry has to purchase
S8,222 ron :,-e screA macnine and products staminq industry. It in

turn must purcnase $755 from tne primary iron and steel manufacturing
industry. That industry, in order to produce the steei for the preceding
order, needs to tuy $9.60 from the maintenance and reoair construction
inaustry. ,,e ma.ntenane and rea~r ,ncustry then Durchase S.30 worth
oc luei from the Detroieum re-innc, and related industry. Gross output
is the summation of all of tnese interrelated transactions summed across
the full defense program (or the full non-defense program). The gross

output for any industry in an input-output model is determined by solving

the model for a pattern and amount of final demand, for example, that
def4ined bv the DoD specific mix of recuirements.

Each commodity summary taole oreserts results obtained from the macroeconomic
model sho, Ing the effect or, industry sales from non-defense derived
final demand (other government, private consumption, investment, and

. exports) as well as defense demand. Also shown is an estimate of the
price index for each commodity group that may result from these transactions,
and the likely employment generated. An estimate of the amount of this

gross output that may have to be imported from abroad for the defense

and non-defense portions of total final demand is also presented.*

The next phase of the analysis is to be used primarily for in-house
studies. Gross flows from defense derived demand are used to measure
employment effects. These employment effects can be translated for each
industry into employment by skill level. A separate model developed by
the Bureau of Labor Statistics and available as part of the Defense
Economic impact Modeling System can be used to distribute emolo.yment by

industry into more than 200 separate employment skill categories. This
information should prove valuable for future government work in this
area. A summary report format with skills divided into 36 aggregate
categories is available

The second additional capab.ly uses total gross output associated with

defense final demana. derived from the input-output model, and relates
it to physical quartities of strategic materials likely to be consumed
(by the industry makirg tre sa'e). Thus, a'.uminum, titanium, or cobalt
demand, measured in pounds, -an De determined rougnly for any sized
defense program

,his as- est"rate -e sres oly te imports using t e average

T-oor* r-ea'crs : e r, tne inpt-outout model itself and

,oes lo' reflect soecirl in .r...a'i a:aiaile to the Department
of 3efense.

• , *. . . , .•.- • • , • - -



-* The Derense Economic -ioact Model jr System

" The Defense Economic .mpact Modeling System includes five seoarate, but

interrelated, computerized models (tne Defense Fin & Demand Translator,
the 3R" :nterindustry an.z E,-.-.o.mert Yottel, thle Skill-Area Distributicr
Mcdel, tne Stra ;eic Materials Requiremerts ode,, and the :rterservice
Male Hign School Graduate Recruitment Model). The first model, takes
constant collar outlay information and breaks the data into 403 categories
of final demand purchases appropriate for the Data Resource's Inter-
industry and Employment Model (400 commoditv sectors plus government
wages and salaries).* This output is then turned into a sincle share
vector by dividing through by the total spending projected for that
period. A unique defense share vector is thus produced for each year
for which outlay projections are available (presently 1980-86).

The second modeling system takes the yearly defense share vector and
integrates it into tne structure of the Data Resources Macroeconomic and
Interindustry Forecasting Model System (see Chart 1). Only the share
vector is released to the public so that the actual forecast for DoD
outlays to be spent in each of the five planning years remains classified.
By applying outlay totals for defense within the context of the macroeconomic
model, and by feeding these results directly into the input-output
model, estimates for industry gross output resulting from a soecific
d efense nrogram are derived. The DRI :nterindustry model is a dynamic
I nout-ou~put, model with its coefficients adjusting over time as material
input requirements change. The DRI model is commodity based, rather
than industry based,** so it conforms to the commodity specific final
demand breakdown by the DoD FYDP translator model.

Results are displayed in final set of summary tables (see Table l)--one
table for each included commodity group \there are 400 commodities
identified in the DRI model in each summary table is
presented projections for the period 1980-1986 for the following variables:

o Final demand in 72S billions (direct demand);
o Direct plus intermediate demand in 72$ billions (direct

plus first order indirect)

o Gross output in 72S billions (direct plus all indirect);
o Employment in thousands
o Prices (1972s = 1.0)
o imports in 72S billions

Tne snare matrix is in terms of ,972 prices for defense purchases

with the price adjustment carried out using specific SEA deflators.
The outlays used as weights are ir 1972 dollar equivalents (deflated
using OSD deveiooed price deflators. The resultant snare vector is
thus priced in ,_72 Ss, the base year used in te OR: nterindustry
Model.

** The stanoard BEA table is industry based witn each reporting firm

classified in the industry associated with the major product it
markets. A commodity based system is better as most inoustrial
concerns produce many different products.
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in Summary, tne puroose of this -e s aresre is ,

The prim, ary purpose of tnis s/stem is to -rovide bet.Er c i ty nForraior
to industry as a prerequisite for asking inaustry to respond to our
requests for additional industrla" caoacity. T,e aim is to focus attenticn
directly on areas of potential bottlenecks. r.ou n for7ation feed acKs
from industry we exgect tle :epartment o' De'ense can nelo industry to

* overcome problems due to overtaxed production facilities before they
occur. Information derived from the skill matrix breakdcwn of defense

- final demand mav be used in-house as well as made available to other
Federal and State governmental users. For exampie, the :ezartments of
Education and Labor may find these estimate uszf for :neir vork.
is our hope that job training and basic educational pro.;rams can be
adjusted to concentrate in areas of the greatest critical need.

in shurt, the intent of the Defense Economic Impact Modeling System is
to provide the Office of the Secretary of Defense with a highly automated
capability to assess how a pattern and amount of expenditure on national
defense will affect industry output, employment, skill requirements,
prices, and the adequacy of raw material stocks. By provi~ing of this
information on liKely long-term impacts of actual or contemplated budgeting
decisions, we may help American firms meet our needs without disruption
of private sector product flows. The effectiveness of this new system
of information depends upon the reactions of industry to the data we
.rovide. The system described is therefore but a first step in the
:)rocess of establishing a meaningful dialogue between gov:-r:ment and
industry on DoD plans and proposed industry responses.
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